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Abst ract

Density functional calenlations have been performed on three polymeric sys-

tems, namely isotactic polypropylene (it-PP), polyethylene (PE) and systems

related to bisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) . The structure of an isolated

chain of it-PP and of several of its Segments have been optimized . The results

agree well with experiment and Show that the struetural properties of the small

molecules can be used to predict the energy surfaces of the infinite chain . The

computation of the equilibrium structure of PE confirms the reliability of the

method in the description of the intra-molecular interactions in hydrocarbons.

Different approximations for the exchange-correlation energy have been tested

to describe the weak inter-molecular interactions on two typen of molecular

crystals : crystalline PE and a crystalline analog of BPA-PC . The local den-

sity approximation overestirnates the interrnolecular bonds in both, and the

Becke-Perdew functional gives no intermolecular binding in the former and a

very weak bond in the Iatter . The functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzer-

hof leads to a better description of the binding in both systems . The study of

BPA-PC has then been extended to structural and vibrational properties of

several fragments of the infinite chain . The calenlation of the energy barriers

for characteristic molecular motions provides insight into the relation between

these properties and the intra- and inter-molecular arrangement . In order to

extend the size and time scales of the cale Tations, all these results have beeis

used to tune a cassical force field, which has then been applied in Monte Carlo

simulations of polycarbonate systems containing several thousand atoms . The

results concern bulk and surface properties of an amorphous system .
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Introduction

Organic compounds are the compounds containing carbon . The ward "or-

ganic" is misleading, and comes from the days when chemists thought that

they could only be obtained from living organisms . Also when it becaxne

clear that these compounds do not have to come from living sources but could

be made in the laboratory, the narre did not change . The reason why car-

bon compounds are separated from the compounds of all the other elements

of the periodic table is that there are so very many compounds of carbon,

and their molecules can be so large and complex . Indeed, the number of or-

ganic molecules is many times greater than the number of inorganic molecules.

Nearly ten million compounds of Barbon are known today, and this number is

growing by half a million a year . This is due to the ability of carbon atoms to

attach themselves to one another to an extent not possible for atoms of any

other element . Carbon atoms can form chains thousands of atoms Jong, or

rings or cages of all sizes ; the chains and rings can have brauches and cross-

inks. To the carbon atoms of these chains and rings there are attached other

atoms, mainly hydrogen, but also fluorine, chlorine, bromirre, iodine, oxygen,

nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus anad many others . Another irn.portant reason of

interest for these compounds is that organic molecules are the building Blocks

of all living organisms.

In this work 1 present a study of a special dass of organic molecules, the

organic polyrr ers . Polymers are very large nmlecnies buht up by repetition of

small, simple chernical units inked by covalent Bonds . For example, polyethy-

len.e consists of a Iong chain of repeating -(CH 2)---- groups. In nature there is

an abundance of organic polymeric materials . Proteins, nucleic acids (DNA,



INTRODUCTION

RNA), and enzymes are the most complex polymers . Other naturally oc-

curring organic polymers, like cellulose, starch, and natural rubber, have a

simpler structure. In comparison to them synthetic, polymers produced by

man have a primitive molecular architecture.

Aside frorn the biologica] importance of organic polymers, their industrial

relevante deserves special mention. They are in fact the constituent of two

classes of materials, rubbers and plastics, that increasingly gained importance

during the last century. Since the introduction of synthetic organic polymers

on the market indeed, they have challenged the other rnaterials (wood, metals,

natural fibers, etc .) for their uses, and it is difficult to conceive how mang

everyday features of modern life could euer have beeis developed without these

two groups of materials . For example, the automotive industry is now a rnajor

user of plastics, with the weight of plastics being used per car increasing year

by year . Among the other main applications of plastics and rubbers there are

electrical insulation, food packaging, domestic goods, and toys.

The widespread use of these materials has not been achieved without

largescale investment in research . Polymer properties have been closely stud-

ied and slowly a relationship has been bui.lt up between structure and proper-

ties of polymers . Modern materials science indeed is based on the experience

that the properties of materials are to a large extent influenced by their .mi-

crostructure . Knowing the microstructure helps to understand, and therefore

to predict, the rnacroscopic properties of these materials, and could provide

essential inforrnation for designing new plastics with tailor-made properties.

The study of the microstructure consists in studying the forces acting among

the atorns . In this concern . polymers are very interesting and manifold sys-

terns, since different kinds of interactions, with different origin and different

range of action, are involved in the deterrnination of the structure . Going

more into detail, the predominant effect . of the intramolecular interactions is

the presence of covalent Bonds, which are characterized by short bond dis-

tances (1 .1 to 1 .6 Ä) and high energies (1 .5 to 6.5 eV/partice) . A very

different nature characterizes the intermolecular interactions . Amongst them,

the van der Waals forces play here and important role . These forces are non

2



INTRODUCTION

local, and involve Jong distances (2 to 10 Ä) and low energies (0 .04 eV/pair

of atoms) . Special mention deserves a particular type of interaction, which

forms the so called hydrogen bond, where an hydrogen atom acts as a bridge

between two electronegative atoms (e .g. 0-H---0, 0	 11 . . N) . For this kind

of bond, the typical energy range is 0 .1-0.3 eV/hond, and the typical length

is in the range from 2 .4 to 3 .2 Ä. Because of the variety of these interactions,

organic polymers represent a challenging subject of investigation, and they

can be used to test the versatility of a method.

This work is mainly focused on the investigation of the microstructure

of three important plastics materials, i .e ., polyethylene, isotactic polypropy-

lene, and polycarbonates . The traditional methods for investigating the atom-

istic structure of organic molecules and polymers are mostly semi-empirical

or based on forte-fields of uneertain validity and transferability . We approach

the problem using the density functional theory (DFT) . This method, sup-

ported by the enornaous growth of computer power in the last decades, plays

nowadays a central role in analysing the structure and properties of matter in

detail, and its importance has been this year recognized, with the assignment

of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry "to Walter Koh.n for his development of the

density functional theory" . In face, DFT calculations, applied here also in

cornbination wich molecular dynamics (MD) techniques, enable us to study

complex systems retaining the details of their quantum mechanical nature.

This theory has a long and triumphant history in solid state physics, where

it routinely prediets correct crystal structures, lattice constants, hulk mod-

uli and vibrational frequencies, and provides a reliable method for calculating

binding properties of molecules and clusters . In particular, previous studies of

carbon-containing molecules have demonstrated the reliability of DFT in pre-

dicting electronic 1], structural [2, 3] and vibrational properties [4], as well

as energy barriers [3 and reaction energy surfaces [5, 61 for these systerns.

Besides its predictive power, DFT has an important advantage with respect

to the traditional semi-empirical and forte-field-based methods : it free of ad-

justable parameters . The disadvantage is that its application raust be limited

to systerns of smaller size . For those specife polymer science applications that

3
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require very large systerns, DFT can still plag an important role, providing

data to improve the quality of the force fields.

In Chapter 1, 1 shall present the theoretical framework of these calcula .-

tions. The basic theorems of the density functional theory, and the approxima.-

tions, not avoidable for its practical use anal implementation, are illustrated.

The combination of DFT with molecular dynarnics techniques, which leads to

the Car-Parrinello method, is described in details, and the success and l .imi--

tations of the approach are discussed . The next chapters comprise the results

obtained for three different Systems: in Chapter 2, the study of isotactic

polypropylene shows the capability of DFT to reproduce the experimen-

tal geornetries of isolated organic molecules and polymers . The comparison

with the calculated structures of sonne fragments of the infinite chain allows

to identify the extent to which the structural parameters of small hydrocar-

bons can be used to parametrize the forces in larger systems . In Chapter 3,

the study of polyethylene is presented . The calculation of the equilibrium

structure of an isolated chain of polyethylene evidences the reliability of the

DFT description for intra-molecular electronic and geometrical structures in

organic systerns . More difficult is instead the description of the weal< inter-

chain interactions present in the crystalline polyethylene . Several different

energy functionals are leere challenged to reproduce the measured interchain

distances and binding errergies . This study continues in the Chapter con-

cerning the polycarbonates, with an application to a crystalline analog of

bisphenol-A polycarbonate . Several polycarbonate systems are then investi-

gated. Their study includes a detailed analysis of the geometrical structures,

rotation energy barriers, vibration spectra, and electronic properties . All the

results obtained using DFT haue then been used to optimize a force field that

has been applied for studying thermodynamical properties of a polycarbonate

amorphous system containing several thousand atoms.

4



Chapter 1

Theoretical Tools

From the microscopic point of view, organic rnolecules, like any other mate-

rial, consist of interacting ions and electrons, and their properties could be in

principle determined by solving the Schrödinger equation . In practice, this is

not feasible, and the solution of the problem requires several approximations.

Firstly, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation _7] is introduced, which states

that, because of the lange difference between electronic and ionic masses, the

nuclei can be described as fixed charges in the treatment of the electronic

problem, so that their coordinates appear in the Hamiltonian only as Pa-

rameters. The electrons move in the "external" potential V , of the nuclei,

following adiabatically their slow motion and remaining close to the quantum-

mechanical ground state . In other words, this approximation decouples the

ionic and electronic degrees of freedom, and allows us to divide the problem

in two Parts : the part concerning the electronic degrees of freedom will be

treated in Sect . 1, 1, where we will consider a systern of N electrons in an

external potential Vext described by the Hamiltonian:

17et(ri) +
1

2 3 1 ri

	

j

{Atomic units e = h = rrae = 1 are used throughout this work . : The second

part, presented in Sect . L2, will concern the time evolution of the ions, treated

as classical particles in the effective potential determined by the electronic

ground state .

5



. .1 . DENSITY FUNCTIONA.L THEORY

1 .1 Density Functional Theory

The density functional theory (DFT) provides an appropriate mathematical

framework for determining the ground state of a many-electron system, which

is the only required knowledge for the study of a great number of physical

properties . This theory is based on the I ohenberg-Koten theorern [8, which

consists of two Statements:

• The external potential VP,, E acting on a System of electrons is determined

(up to an additive constant) hy the ground-state electronic Charge den-

sity n(r) alon,.

As a consequence, also E = (W 4') where W is the N-particle wave function,

is a unique functional of n(r), and can be written as:

E[n] = f Vext(r)n(r)dr -- F[n],

	

(1 .2)

where F[n does not fiepend on the external potential, i .e., it is universal.

• The ground-state total energy EGs of the System is the minirnum of

the functional E[nl with respect to variations of the electronic Charge

density n(r).

In this framework, the determination of the ground state of the system is

reduced to the minimization of E[n] under the constraint

f n(r)dr N,

	

(1 .3)

i .e ., to the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation:

Sn
E - µ f n(r)dr --- 0,

	

(1 .4)

where the Lagrange multiplier is introduced to impose the condition in

Eq. (1 .3) . Klore details about this theory can be found in several review papers

and books [9, 10, 11, 12] . For the present purpose Eve limit ourselves to the

basic concepts illustrated above . lt is important to stress, anyway, the focal

point of the theory : for the ground state, the electron density sufh .ces for the

6



CHAETER, 1, THEORETICAL TOOLS

determination of all properties . This ineans that the N-particle wave function

(depending an 3N variables) and the associated Schrödinger equation can

be replaced by the electron eharge density n(r) (depending only upon three

variables) and the minirnization problem of Eq . (1. .4), and the problem is

greatly simplified.

The usual irnplementation of the DFT is due to Kohn and Sharn 13 who

wrote the electron density in terms of an orthonormal set of N independent

one-particle wave functions r.lii , the KS orbitals:

n,(r) =

	

fi bi(r )1 2 ,

where f, are the occupation numbers . In the Kohn-Shanr (KS) formulation,

the universal functional F is then written in the form:

Ff n]

	

To[nI
-¢- 1

2
f

n(

r

r)n.(

r`j
r') drdr ' + e n] .

	

(L6)

Tiere To[n] is the kinetic energy that a system with density n would have

in the absence of electron-electron interaction, and the second term is the

classical (Hartree) electrostatic term . This expression defines the so called

exchange-correlation energywhich is the unknown part of the problem.

The step backwards to a description in terms of wave functions has the rote

of providing a reliable approximation of the kinetic energy term that cannot

be obtained in terms of the density alone . If we assume the KS orbitals to be

our basic variables, the solution for the Eu1er-Lagrange equation (1 .4) can be

found by solving a set of coupled single-particle Schrödinger--like equations for

non-interacting electrons:

where :

'

V2 + Vet(r ) + VH (r) + v,(r) /) ?(r )

	

ER i(r),

VH(r)

	

n(r`)r dr',

	

(1 .8)

7



L1 . DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

These are the KS equations, whose solution is found via a seif-consistent iter-

ative procedure: starting from a given set of we determine the density and

the potential VK S . and then we solve the Eq. (l .7) to determine new orhitals

h . This cvcle is repeated, using the new orbitals as input wave functions,

until the input and the output orhitals are identical.

The KS procedure introduces a single-particle Hamiltonian, that can be

interpreted as describing Bach electron in the mean field created by all other

eectrons; but it raust be pointed out that the KS eigenstates and eigenvalues

do not have any formal interpretation, and the only physical observables here

are the ground-state total energy and density.

e1J Local and Semi-local Approximations to Exc

The DFT described ahove is formally exact but useless for practical purposes,

because all difficulties related to the many-body character of the problern are

still unsolved. They are all contained in the exchange-correlation energy Exc ,

which is formally well defined by the equation (1 .6), but unknown. In order

to apply the theory, an approximation of Ex, is necessary. The most common

and simplest approach is the loco] ein density approximation (LSD) . lt relies

an the idea of replacing the exchange-correlation energy of a non uniform

interacting electron system with the Ex, computed as if locally it had the

same exchange-correlation energy of a uniform interacting system with the

same density> :
E ,sD _

xC
), n(r)1n(r)dr,

	

(1 .1 .0)

where xc [n .; (r°), n i (r)] is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a ho-

mogeneous, spin-polarized electron gas with sein-up and spie-down densities

n~ and n, respectively r . This quantity depends locally upon the density at the

point r, and it has been deterrnined with high accuracy using quantur Monte

Carlo simulations [14, 151, which provided the total ground-state energy of

the uniform. interacting electron gas at several densities . These energies have

The local density approximation (LDA) is obtained from the LSD approximation in the

limit of no spin polarization (n . = n .)

8



CIAPTER 1 . THEORETICAL TOOLS

been interpolated by several authors . For our computations we have chosen

the recipe of Perdew and Zunger [16].

The LSD approximation, free of experimental input, is exact only in the

limit of uniform systems, and its application is formally justified for systems

with slowly varying electron density . Somewhat surprisingly, the applica-

tion of the LSD approximation to a Zarge variety of systems has shown that

this approximation reproduces satisfactorily mang measurable quantities [10],

including ground-state structures of rnolecules and solids, vibrational prop-

erties, etc . The reason for the success of the LSD approximation relies on

its ability in predicting energy variations upon displacing atoms, forming or

breaking bonds, etc. . . In turn, the reason for this is that the LSD approxima-

tion preserves certain properties of the exact exchaan.ge-correlation hole, which

describes the depletion hole around Bach electron due to the anti-symmetry

of the wave function and to the repulsive electron-electron potential . The

preservation of such properties constrains the energy to a reasonable value in

a variety of different Bonding configurations 17].

Nevertheless, there are sonne drawbacks : the LSD overestimates the cohe-

sive energies of solids, whereas the lattice constants are often underestimated.

Errors in the structural properties are usually small for solids with covalent or

metallic bonds, hut the description of weaker bonds like hydrogen Bond 118 1 ,

or intermolecular bonds arising fror dispersion forces 19, 20] is not accurate

enough.

A natural extension beyond the LSD is represented by the so called gener-

alized gradient approximations (GGA), rohere the E.1 depends not only upon

the density, but also on its gradient, and, more generally, on higher deriva-

tives . In the usual implementation, the dependence on the density gradient is

expressed in terms of the dependence upon a dimensionless quantity (:

®n(r)l
(1 .11)((r)

	

n4/3(r)	

. The general expression for E,x, in the generalized gradient approximations

then reads :
ECGA [n,] e~e . c [n(r), ((r)]n(r)dir .

	

(1 .12)

9



1 .1 . DENSITY FUNCTIGNAL THEORY

lt has been found that GGA. ni .odifications often lead to fetter agreernent with

measured forrnation energies in sm.all molecules [21] and solids [22], and to a

more accurate description of hydrogen Bonds 23, 24].

Many different recipes have been invented for the function f,, e in Eq. (1 .12).

Most of them. have been produced by fitting existing data, e .g. tuning their

shapes to reproduce the total energies of specific atoms . One of the most

popular GGA schemos owes the exchange Paart to Becke [25] and the correlation

to Perdew [26. , and it is referred to as BP.

A more recent GGA, the so called PBE, is due to Becke, Perdew, and

Ernzerhof [271 . With respert to previous GGA recipes, PBE has the advantage

of being simpler and free of empirical in .pi .it:_ Moreover, it incorporates an

accurate description of the linear response of the uniform electron gas, and

results in a smoother potential than in previous approximations.

In this work we have tested the capability of LSD and both these GGA

schemes in the description of the different sources of Bonding in organic sys-

tems.

1 .L2 Plane-Wave Expansion

The equation (1 .7) can be solved by expanding the KS orbitalsz in a finite

basis of known functions 0j (r) :

'j0f (r),

	

(1 .13)

and then diagonalizing the corresponding KS Hamiltonian matrix . Among all

possible basis functions, the plane-wave (PW) functions have several advan-

tages: besides their sirnplicity, they are independent of the atornic positions.

In this way also the accuracy of the calculation is independent of the posi-

tions and the forces are easy to calculate 28] . The plane-wave expansion is

especialiy favourable in case of periodic systems, because it leads to a very

simple formulation of the problem in the reciprocal spare' .

	

oreover, the

2 Most of the caleulations presented here were perforned using periodic boundary con-

ditions .

10



CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL TOOLS

accuracy of the calculation can be easily evaluated and improved if the basis

dirnension is determined using all plane graves whose corresponding kinetie

energy is smaller than a chosen cutoff,

i(k+G (1 .14)

with

2 (k + G) 2 < °,„n, .

	

(1.15)

Here k belongs to the first Erillouin zone, G is a vector of the reciprocal

lattice, and

	

is the volume of the system.

Unfortunately, only a very large plane-wave basis is able to accurately

reproduce the rapid spatial variation of the orbitals in the region around the

nuclei . However, the orbitals (loser to the nuclei (i .e . the core orbitals) are

very well localized, energetically well separated from all valence states, arid

they do not pay a role in the interatomic Bonds, i .e. in most properties of the

system. These considerations ,justify the elimination, frorn the KS equations,

of the degrees of freedom associated with the core electrons, and only the

"chemically active" electrons are explicitly included in the computation.

1 .1 .3 Pseudopotentials

The switch frorn the all-electron (AE) problem to an equivalent problem that

involves only the valence electrons is exploited by replacing the nuclear po-

tential in the Hamiltonian of equation (1 .1) with a new potential, the

so-called pseudopotential (PP) [29] . In this formalism the interaction of the

valence electrons with the nuclei and the core electrons is replaced by a poten-

tial describing it as if the atomic cores were an "external" source of interaction,

and the degrees of freedorn associated with them are left out from the system

described by the KS equations . The reduction of the explicitly treated de-

grees of freedom is not the only advantage of the pseudopotential formalism.

In this approach in fast, the AE valence wave functions, which present rapid

oscillations in the region dose to the cores, are replaced by .smoother PP wave

f rnctions . Therefore, the size of the PW basis required to compute electronic

properties within a given accuracy is drastically reduced.

11



1 .1 . DENSITY FUNCTIONAL TI EORY

The modern techniques for pseudopotential design are hased an the fol-

lowing requirements:

(a) The PP eigenvalues relative to the occupied states are equal to the

AE eigenvalues for the same states, and the corresponding PP wave

funetions are free of radial nodes.

(b) The PP wave functions for the valence electrons coincide with the A ..E

wave functions outside a fixed core radius r e .

(c) The logarithrnic derivatives of the PP eigenfunctions coincide with the

ones of the AE eigenfunctions for r > r c .

The condition (b) implies the norm conservation, i .e ., the norm of the PP and

AE atomic wave funetions is the same outside the radius re . In turn, the norm

conservation implies, via the Gauss theorem, that the electrostatic potential

produced hy the PP Charge density coincides, outside with the one derived

from the AE density. The combination of (b) and (c) implies that the deriva-

tive of the PP eigenfunctions with respect to the energy coincide with the ones

of the AE eigenfuncti.ons for r ~ re r301 . These pseudopotentials are built to

be not singular at the origin, and the smoothness of their corresponding PP

wave functions ensures an accurate description with a relatively small plane-

wave Basis. This smoothness arises because the strong Coulomb attraction

in the core region is compensated hy the orthogonality constraint between

valence and core orbitals, which produces a Zarge kinetic energy resulting in a

strong repulsive potential for the valence states.

The orthogonaiity constraint between valence and core orbitals gives riss

to another irzportant characteristic of these pseudopotentials . In face, since

every valence state raust he explicitly orthogonalized only to core states cor-

responding to the same angular momentum (the scalar product between them

gives automatically zero otherwise), the pseudopotential is different for s, p,

cl, . . . valence states, i .e . it depends an the angular momentum of the valence

configuration. This forces the pseudopotential to he non-loeal, whereas the

AE nuclear potential VVxt is local .

12



CHAPTER 1 . TI-IEORETICAL TOOLS

Pseudopotentials can be produced by fitting measured quantities (such as

energy bands [311) or can be generated starting frorn parameter free (DFT)

atomic calculations 30, 32] . In both cases they can suffer the drawback of

being valid only for the atomic configuration to which the measurements or

the calculations refer . Therefore, their quality is measured by their transfer-

ability, i .e . th.eir ability to describe a given atom in different valence-electron

configurations. In other words, a "good" pseudopotential must be able to de-

scribe the atom in its isolated configuration, but also with different electronic

configurations, including its ionized state, or in a molecule, a duster or a solid.

In the present calculations we have Chosen the pseudopotential form sug-

gested by Troullier and Martins [33] which is norm-conserving, relatively

smooth, and whose transferability has been tested by many different applica-

tions published in the literature.

1m . .4 Electronic Structure Optimization

The procedure depicted in the previous sections for the resolution the the KS

equations conventionally involves the diagonalization of a Nr,u, x Npt , matrix,

where Npf, is the nurnber of PW firnctions . Since the cost of a standard diag-

onalization grows as O(N3 ,), this procedure becomes very expensive for large

systems . This cost can be reduced by exploiting the fact that we are inter-

ested only in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors relative to the bands occupied

in the ground state configuration, i .e., the bands corresponding to the lowest

KS eigenvalues . The computation of selected eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

of a large matrix is nowadays a well-developed technique, and it can be ef

frciently applied for solving the KS equations . Going more into the details

of the problem, once we have expanded the occupied KS orbitals in a finite

Basis of known frnctions, as shown in Eq . (1.13), we choose a set of initial

expansion coefficients c . In this way the electron density n is calculated, and

its explicit expression is inserted in the functional E[n] . Consequently, E[n]

can be expressed as a function of the (many) variables c, and the minimiza-

tion required to compute the electronic ground-state energy can be performed

with any of the modern techniques for solving multidimensional minirnization

13



L2 . MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

Problems.

The simplest of these techniques is the so-called steepest descent 34.1111 . lt in-

troduces a fictitious time variable t, used only to label different configurations

in the space of the r,4 i . Thera one calculates:

1 SE

2S1(r,t)

The system is driverr towards a minimum moving a bit down the gradient

c Etat /5 (r, t) at each steil . The orthonormality constraint on, the Lj maust be

keilt during the minimization procedure.

This method does not riecessarily provide the best strategy to reich the

minimum point [34] . More efficient methods, e .g . the conjugate gradient [351,

accunmlate information on the second derivatives of the energy by a feedback

process that monitors the Progress of the minimization.

Molecular Dy a ies

We now focus our attention on the ionic degrees of freedom . considering the

evolution of the ionic coordinates, with the aim of simulating dynamical pro--

cesses and of determining the most stable str .ictures.

Molecular Dynarnics (MD) rnethods have heen described extensively by

several authors [361, and we restrict ourselves to the basic concepts . The time

evolution of a system of M classical particles is governed by the Lagrangian:

(1 .17)

Usually, the kinetic energy T takes the form:

nr 1
aT

	

2rr,

where r and rn 1 are the velocity and the mass of the I-th particle, respec--

tively. The potential energy V contains the interesting inforrnation regarding

the interactiorrs between the particles . Once the expression for V is given, we

can compute the forces on the particles:

F rT ....

	

(1 .19)

(1 .18)
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CHAPTER 1 . THEORETICAL TOOLS

and solve the iNewton's equations of motion, which give the time evolution of

the system.

For systems fulfilling the ergodicity condition, MD can be used to compute

thermal averages for a variety of properties . Under this condition, in fact, it

can be proved that the thermal expectation value of a physical observable A

is given by the time average of .A over the trajectory followed by the system:

(A

c
hm

	

r t

	

R 2 (t), . . ., RM (t))dt .

	

(L20)
t

	

t o

Tiere qM -(q1 , q2 , . . ., qm) are the configurational variables, is the Harnilto-

nian governing the system, /h-=1 /kT, and k is the Boltzmann constant . There-

fore, in this Base the time evolution provided by the MD simulations sufhees

to calculate the values of many physieal quantities.

The key to an accurate deseription of the system is the set-up of a reliable

expression for the potential V. In the usual approach, the "real" potential is

modelled by an effective potential containing adjustable parameters that are

fitted to reproduce measured or computed quantities . .For instance, the prop-

erties of rare gas dimers are well reproduced by the Lennard-Jones potential:

12

	

6-

cjr)

	

(7-)

where r is the distance between the two atoms, and € and o- are adjustable

parameters ; pair Potentials are often able to describe ionic systems, etc. In

rnany cases of interest, however, these simple models are not able to provide

a reliable description of the "real" potential surface . They fail, for example,

to describe the breaking or forming of Bonds, or in the deseription of systerns

whose chemical or physical state ehanges . An adequate description of these

phenomena raust explicitly take into account the electronic structure.

According to DFT, we can calculate the potential V aeting an the ions by

solving the instantaneous electronic Problem . In fact, this potential is given

Vr,r (1 .21)
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L2 . MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

by:

({R. .t })	minEt0t[{?5

	

{Rr}j,

	

(1 .22)
f e,1

where Etat is ohtained by adding the potential energy of the ion-ion interaction

to the KS expression for the total energy of the electronic System:

occ

Eto [{zl~ti}, {R1}[

	

(?/)t(r)1v2''zIJz(r)) _
f V

Y r t (r)n(r)dr

1

	

n (r) n(r»
Z I Zj

(1 .23)
1

Therefore, a combined DFT/MD schere can he implerrented, where the time

evolut,ion of the ions is governed by the potential, free of adiustable param .e-

ters, produced by the DFT electronic structure optimization . An advantage of

combining the two schemes is that pararneter-free potentials are general and

versatile, and represent a significant improvement over the potentials fitted to

reproduce experimental and/or theoretical date . A molecular dynaxr ics with

DFT-hased interatomic potentials could be performed in the following way:

(1) begin with a likely configuration of the ions,

(2) solve the KS equations for this ionic configuration,

(3) use the electronic structure and the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [371 to

calculate the forces an the ions.

(4) move the ions according to the classical eduatiorr of rnotion,

(5) take the neun ionic coordinates, go to step (2) and continue.

Although this procedure is conceptually possible, it is not practicable . The

solution of the electronic-structure problem according to the DFT requires

matrix diagonalization calculations, which raust be iterated until the seif-

consistency is reached . These computations take Jong, and if this time is

rnultiplied by the number of the ionic configurations visited during the dy-

namical process (of the order of 10 4-105), it hecom.es evident that only very

small systems could he studied with this method.
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CHAPTER 1 . THEORETICAL TOOLS

L2.1 The Car-Parrinello Method

The success of combined I)FT%MD calculations is due to a different . approach

introduced in 1985 by Car and Parrinello [381 . The idea on which the Car-

Parrinello (CP) method is based is to consider a fictitious dynamical system

where the ioni€, and electronic degrees of freedom are treated on the saure

footing. This is achieved associating a fictitious classical kinetic energy to the

electronic degrees of freedom (the KS orbitals e i ), i .e ., adding a kinetic energy

term for the electrons in the Lagrangian of the system . The Lagrangian reads

then:

1
u

	

[ I ..r 2dr +

	

m 11t - Efot[{Rr}] +
r

+ E 14. ij (fdr 1/)iej
zj

i ? (1 .24)

Here µ is the fictitious electron mass, m1 are the ionic masses, and A i7 are

the Lagrangian multipliers arising from the orthonorrnality constraint on the

i , which raust be satisfied at any time t during the dynamical process . The

equations of motion associated with the Lagrangian G are:

,''j(r,t) _

	

rS tz (r,t)
+

	

A i ,7?G1(r`, t )

	

(L25)

and

m1RI = - VR, 'tot .

The dynamics is then performed in the following way:

( 1 ) Start from a likely ionic configuration,

(2 ) solve the electron-structure Problem, i .e . calculate

rninE#ot[{+, {RI }],

(3 ) compute the forces on ions (VR, .) and electrons (&,, .f).

(4) move electronic wave functions and ions sirrrn1taneausly, go to step (3 )
and continue .

(1 .26)

(1 .27)
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L2 . MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

In other words, the fictitious electronic optimization dynamies and the proper

ionic dynamies are run in parallel : in the saure time step the Ions are moved

according to the seif-consistent forces, while the electron variables are rnoved

according to the energy gradients and constraints . In this way the costly

electron-structure caculations at every step of the ionic motion are replaced

by only one initial optimization of the electronic wave functions and by their

relatively inexpensive update at each MD step . The h.ctitious electron dynam-

ics and the assurn .ption it << rnr prevent energy transfer frorn the ionic to the

electronic degrees of freedom over the time scale of the simulation, so that the

electronic wave functions are automatically updated to follow adiabatically the

nuclear motion, i .e., they remain in their ground state.

Since its establishment, the CP method has extended the Tange of con-

ventional electronic-structure caleulations, and it has been applied to a great

variety of problems. Examples are the determination of physical properties

of disordered systems, the study of relevant dynamical processes in the area

of semiconductors, surface reconstruction, atomic Clusters and more. This

method, Born and traditionally applied in the realm of solid state physies, has

recently attracted the attention of the quantum chemists, and it is increas-

ingly used to study chemical reactions and even biological systems . Further

details about this method and its applications can be read in nurnerous review

articles published in the last decade 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].

L2.2 Tonic Structure Optimi ation

In principle, the rnost stable structure of a system can be determined by cal-

culating its total energy for each possible set of ionic coordinates {R,r} and

selecting the geometry with the Iowest energy. Unfortunately, such a proce-

dure is feasible only for systems with very few ionic degrees of freedom . A

more convenient optimization scheure is then required and, moreover, since

the numher of local energy-minirna increases very rapidly with the number

of atoms, we need a procedure able to provide the absolute rninimum, i .e., a

global rrrinimization procedure. The sirnulated anneaiing [45] optimization pro-

cedure satisfies this requirement . Using MD or Monte Carlo (see Appendix}
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CHAPTER I . THEORETICAL TOOLS

as basic tools, it exploits the analogy with the way in which the molecules

of a liquid find their minimum potential-energy configuration as the liquid is

cooled. At a given instant, the system is represented by a point in the phase

space, exploring the configurations allowed by the total energy . As the tern--

perature T (kinetic energy) is lowered, the region allowed for exploration by

this constraint is reduced until eventually only the point of minimum potential

remains rohen T-0.

In the CP method, the process of wandering around in the phase space is

simulated by the MD, the energy function is Fror[{e,,}, {R1}], and the tem-

perature T is measured by the kinetic energy of the ions:

m11 _ 3'

	

M,2

	

(1 .28)

During the dynamical process, the ions will move, on average, in the directions

that rninirnize the ionic Torces, and the configuration will move on the energy

surface, loosing potential energy and gaining kinetic energy . To anneal the

system, it should be allowed to keep this high kinetic energy long enough in

Order to fully explore the phase space . Then a smail Portion of the kinetic

energy is removed to "cool" the system, which should maintain a lower kinetic

energy for a time. This process is continued, slowly cooling the system, until

T=0 and the system, has settled into its optimal configuration.

The MD annealing is often performed using Langevin dynamics 146], with

a friction term and a stochastic external Force that progressively dissipate the

kinetic energy of the atoms.

L2 .3 Remarks about the DFT/MD method

The DFT/MD method of Car and Parrinello shares the advantages of the

parameter-free DFT: it has predictive power, is general and versatile, and it

explicitly takes into account the electronic degrees of freedoxn . Moreover, the

unified approach allows this parameter-free method to access a Tange of prob-

lems and physical quantities that cannot be studied with a pure electronic

structure rrethod . For example, time averages can be computed, and pro-

cesses involving thermal variations can he simulated by varying the {z} and

m

2
1=-I
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L2 . MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

the {Rd . Furthermore, it allows us to study chemical reactions and other

problems not addressable with a semi-empirical potential scheine.

The gain of having a method closer to the ftrndamentals of electrons and

Ions is not without cost . Indeed, the CP method is more expensive than the

standard classical MD because

• the computation of the forces an the eleetrons is expensive,

• the separation of the electronic and ionic time scales leads to a srnail

time steig, typically 10-16 s,

• the method scales as 0(M3 ), where M is the number of atoms, whereas

classical MD scales as 0(M) (for systems with short range potentials)

or 0(M 2 ) (for systems with Coulomb potentials).

These limitations restrict the range of CP simulations to srnaller system sizes

and shorter simulation times (of the order of 10 -12 s) if compared to the

classical MD methods . But present-day computers and the development of

parallel programrning techniques have helped to extend the range of appli-

cability of the DFT/MD method, and allow us to study systems containing

several hundred atoms over longer simulation times at a reasonable price.
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Isotact ic Polypropylene

In 1954 Natta, following the work of Ziegler, was able to prod uce different

types of polypropylenes that differed extensively in their properties . These

types were characterized by different tacticity, as it is illustrated in Fig. 2 .1.

One form, known as isotactic polypropylene (it .-PP), was marketed by Mon--

tecatini as Moglen as early as 1957, and it is now the second nmst widely

used polymer in the world, after polyethylene . The importance of the work of

Ziegler and Natta in the field of polymer synthesis was puickly recognized, and

in 1963 they were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for the development

of what are now known as Ziegler-Natta catalysts.

The widespread industrial applications of polypropylene induced in the

last four decades nurnerous studies of its structure, morphology, mechanical

properties and their interrelationships.

Two major aims motivate the present study : first, it-PP is one of the sim-

plest among the nontrivial]y stereoregular polymers synthesized so far . With

three C3 16 units (27 Atoms) in the unit cell, its structure has not yet been

optimized fully using a method free of adjustable parameters . We perform

such an optinnization using the DFT approach . Second, it is interesting to

investigate the extent to which the structural properties of small molecules

can be used to predict the energy surfaces of larger systems, i .e . those con-

taining the smaller molecules as structural units . A similar study using the

Hartree-Fock approximation was carried out some years ago for some Small
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Isotactic Polypropylene

H

	

H

	

H

	

H

Syndiotactic Polypropylene

Atactic Polypropylene

Figure 21 : In the isotactic form the configurations of the H atoms arid nmethyl

groups around the main-chain C atoms are all the Same along the chain . In

the syndiotactic form these configurations are always opposite in successive

structural units. In the atactic form the sequence of this configurations along

the chains is randorn .
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CHAPTER 2 . ISOTACTIC POLYPROPYLENE

straight-chain [47] and branched [48] hydrocarbons, with particular focus an

the conformational behavior (the dependence of the dihedral angles along the

carbon chains) . Are perforrn a similar study, based on the DFT, and com-

pare the results for the structure of it-PP and several of its segments . If the

local bonding properties of the polymer chain can be determined reliably by

(auch more economical) calculations on small segments, there is a justifiable

hope that the latter can be used to paraznetrize the forces and energies in the

former.

2 .1 Caieulation Details

The optimization of the structure of it-PP was performed by calculating the

forces on the atoms, which were then allowed to relax to the structure with

minimum energy [49] . The rninirnization used the Hellmann-Feynman forces

[37] and the Broyden-Fletcher-Coldfarb-Shanno [34] algorithm . The unit cell

was Chosen to be simple tetragonal, with lattice constants in the directions per-

pendicular to the chain that were large enough (10 .98 Ä) to ensure a minimal

irrterehain interaction . The lattice Parameter in the direetion of the chain axis

was initially set egual to the experimental vaiue (6 .50 Ä) [50] . The optimiza-

tion of the structure was then repeated with different lattice parameters along

the direction of the chain, in order to optimize all structural parameters for

the single it-PP chain . The integration in the reciprocal space employed the

special points technique [51] and a thorough check showed that eight special

points and a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry gave well-converged results.

The calculations for the segments C3H8 and C 5 F1 12 of it-PP were performed

using simple cubic unit cells . The lattice constants were chosen to be large

enough to ensure that there is a negligible interaction between neighboring

molecules (9 .5 Ä for C3FI 8 and 11 .3 A. for C5H12 ) . The integration in reciprocal

space used a single point (k=0) in the Brillouin zone.

All the calculations mentioned so far were done First using the LSD ap-

proximation for the exchange-correlation energy, and then repeated using the

GGA-BP gradient corrected approximation.
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2 .2 . CHAIN FRAGMENTS

For isopentane and C i0H22 we have also performed all-electron DFT cal-

culations with a Gaussian basis set [521.

2 .2 Chamn. Fragments

We have optirnized the structures of several fragments of the il-PP chain,

which are shown in Fig . 2.4: propane (C3 H8 ), isopentane (C5H12 ), and 2,4,6-

trimethyl hept.ane (Cr0H22) . We focus here our attention on the smallest

branched fragment, i .e., isopentane (IP) . This moleerrle has a variety of con-

formers, and we have performed calculations on those shown in Fig . 2 .2. Con-

former IP(2) is obtained fron IP(1) by rotating the C(CH 3 )(CH 3 )(H) group

by 60° with respect to the C(CH3)(H)(H) group ; IP(3) is obtained from IP(2)

and IP(4) frone. IP(3) hy rotating the sarge group in the same way by 120°

and 60°, respectively. The conformer denoted (3, rotated methyl) is related

to IP(3) by rotating the methyl group containing C 5 by 60°, and it is less

stable than IP(3) by 3 .07 kcal/mal . As shown in Table 2 .1, there is satisfac-

tory agreement between the optimized structures obtained here with the LSD

approximation and those obtained with Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations [48].

Our DF calculations lead to C-H bonds that are slightly Tonger than the HF

values, which is consistent with earlier findings 53, that the LSD approxima-

tion tends to overestimate the lengths of bonds between H and main group

elements.

The most stable structure of isopentane is found to be (3), which is indeed

that found as a struetnral unit in both C 10H22 and it-PP. Conformer (2) lies

0.83 kcal/mol higher, followed hy (4) and (1) . The ordering is the same as

that found in HF calcrzlations [48,, and the relative energies are in reasonable

agreement, Fig . 2 .3 shows Newma.n plots of structures (1-4) viewed down

the axis from C2 to C3 (sec', Fig . 2.2 for the labelling of atoms) and makes

plausible the relative stability of IP(3) . IP(1) has two eclipsed CHs groups

on opposite sides of the molecule, and those steric interactions result in the

highest energy. IP(4) also has an eclipsed form, hut Bach methyl group Klipses

a single hydrogen atom . 'teile both IP(2) and IP(3) are staggered, the former
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II

iP(1)

O6

11

	

9
8

	

1

JP(2)

1P(3)

1P(3) rot . meth.

5

Figure 2 .2: Optimized structures of five conformers of isopentane (IP, C5H12).

Carbon atoms are gray, hydrogens are white.
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2 .3. STRUCTURE OF THE INFINITE CHAIN

Talale 2 .1 : Optirnized Mond distances and angles for conforrners (1-4) of isopen-

tane (hond lengths d in Ä, hond angles cr in degrees) . The relative energies

are given in kcal/mol.

Param (1) a,b (2) a,b (3) a,b (4) a,b

5 .6, 5 .19 0 .9, 0 .83 0.0,0 .0 3 .0,3.41

dc 2c, 1 .544, 1 .515 1 .543, 1 .519 L543, 1 .518 1 .542, L519

du 6c, 1 .084, 1 .107 1 .084, 1 .108 L084. 1 .109 1 .084, 1 .109

dc,c 2 1 .572, 1 .552 1. .550, 1 .532 L547, 1 .526 1 .562, 1 .542

dn9c2 1 .084 . 1 .113 1 .086 . 1 .116 1 .086, 1 .118 1 .085, 1 .117

dc,c s 1 .543 . 1 .514 1 .542, 1 .516 1 .542, 1 .516 1 .542, 1 .516

d 1003 1 .084, 1 .112 1 .085, 1 .112 1 .085, 1 .112 1 .084, 1 .112

0H7CIB 107.9, 107.2 107 .8, 107 .1 108.1, 107 .3 108.2, 107.4

ÜH8CI.C2 111 .7, 112 .5 110 .9, 111 .7 111 .0, 111 .8 110.8, 111 .6

0Cs C C 114.8, 114 .6 112 .2, 112 .4 110.0, 110 .8 111.4, 112 .0

a riaC; 20 5 107.4, 107.1 107 .5, 107 .3 108 .4, 108.0 107.7, 107.5

aHartree-Fock caicrrlations (Ref . [481).
b Present work.

has a higher energy since the two front methyl groups are ganche to the back

CH 3 group, while one of the front methyl groups in IP(3) is ganche and the

other trans.

2 .3 Structure of the Infinite Chain

Isotactic polypropylene occurs in three different crystalline strr .rctures : a mon-

oclinic a-form, firnt reported hy Natta and Corradini [50], a hexagonal ß-form

and a triclinic ry-form . In spite of structural differences, there is a considerable

experimental evidence [50, 54, 55] that these forms comprise just two enan-

tiomorphic chain conforrnations : right-handed and left-handed (3/1) 1 helices,

with a. periodicity of 6 .50 Ä (the helical structure of itPP is shown in Fig . 2 .5).

'The notation (u/t) gives a conformation in which the period along the chain axis comn-

prises n ehemical units in t turns of helix .
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IP(I} IP(4)

cx~

IP(2)

	

IP(3)

Figure 2 .3 : Structures of conformers (1--4) of isopentane shown as Jlewman

projections, viewed down the axis frone C 2 to C3 .

This suggests that intrarnolecular forces play a central rote in the conformation

of the chains in the crystalline structure . The helix is such that the backbone

dihedral angles alternate between trans and gauche. Although the gauche tor-

sions have the higher energy, the (3/1) helix structure leads to a lower energy

than the all-trans planar zigzag structure, because the intrarnoiecular steric

interactions between the methyl side groups are rninimized . To the best of

our knowledge, a calculation perforrning a global optimization of all structural

parameters of a single it-PP chain has not beeis performed previously . The

parameters cornmonly adopted are dcc = L54 Ä, dcu = L09 Ä, and Bond

angles derived frorn tetrahedral values . An example is the recent exploratory

study of single chains of isotactic and two syndiotactic forms of polypropylene,

using Hartree-Fock rnethods [561 to determine the total energies and the en-

ergy eigenvalue spectra . An analysis of X-ray diffraction data [571, performed
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2 .3. STRUCTURE OF THE INFINITE CHAIN

propane

it-FD P2,4,6-trimethy heptane

Figure 2 .4 : Structure of it-PP and of its suhrnolecules . Carbon atoms in black

indicate t,he structure of the previous molecule in the series.
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CHAPTER 2. ISOTACTIC POLYPROPYLENE

Figure 2 .5 : View of it-PP along the axis of the polymer chain. Carbon atoms

are gray, hydrogens are White.

assuming a chain conformnation with fixed bond lengths and three-fold helical

symmetry, gave C-C-C chain angles of 116 .9° and 112 .4°, chain dihedral angles

of 178° and 59°, and methyl-to-chain bond angles of 108 .2°. These values are

dose to those obtained fror' partial structural optimization using total energy

caiculations [58, 59].

Our calculations also lead to a (3/1) helix, and the optimized structure

has repeat distances along the chain of 6 .36 Ä and 6 .49 A using LSD and

GGA-BP approximations, respectively, for the exchange-correlation energy.

The LSD structure has then a slightly (' 2%) shorter repeat distance than

the GGA-BP structure along the chain, and the latter gives a value in excel-

lent agreement with the measured repeat distance [50] . The other structural

par°ameters, most of which are reported in Table 2 .2 for the Gase rohere the

repeat distance is constrained to have the experimental value, agree well with

the "standard" distances and with the optimized angles reported above [57].

The small differences hetween the optimized LSD structure (repeat distance

6.36 Ä) and the constrained values are most evident in the bond angles . If the

bond angles in the optimized structures are replaced by the values in Table

2.2, for example, the repeat period of the chain increases by 0 .07 A . The cor--

responding ehanges to the bond lengths and dihedral angles extend the repeat

distance by 0.03 Ä and 0 .04 A, respectively.
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Table 2 .2 : Structural parameters of (it-PP) and of its segments C10H22 . C51"I12,

and C3H8 (bond Iengths in A, bond angles in degrees) . See Fig. 2.6 for

lahelling of atoms.

Param isotactic PP e i0H22 b b
'. 512 C5 12 C 3"8

L517 . 1 .530 1 .529 1 .522 1 .516. 1 .524

1 .112, 1 .099 1 .108 1 .107 1 .114, 1 .104 1 .106, 1 .098

T C 4 c,, 1 .509, 1 .522 1 .524 1 .524 1 .518, 1 .525 1 .518, 1 .530

rC 4 11 17 1 .112, 1 .098 1 .106 1 .106 1 .117, 1 .106 1 .107, 1 .099

1. .107, 1 .094 1.102 1 .105 1 .109, 1 .099 1 .106, 1 .098

C 4 C,,H 15 108 .2, 108.1 108.4 108.5 108.2, 108 .3 110.7, 111 .0

107 .8, 107.8 108.3 108.2 108.1, 108 .5 110.7, 111 .0OtC 4 C 3 H 7.6

oC3 109 .7, 109.8 109.0 110.0 110.8, 110 .4 110.9, 112 .6C4 C9

108 .0, 107.5 108.3 108.7 108.1, 108 .2 110.0, 109.5C~C4H17

112 .4, 112 .1 112 .3 111 .8 111 .6, 111 .3 112 .6, 111 .8
'C 4 C: 927

Ct C 4 c+ H 28 111 .4, 111 .1 110.2 111 .6 111 .8, 110 .5 110.7, 111 .0

ac4 C9H2s 110 .5, 111 .4 110.95 110.0 110.4, 111 .5 110 .7 . 111 .0

-175 .8, -173 .5 -176.1 -178.7 -178.0, -178 .1 -180 .0, -180.0C4

	

H27Y`C3

	

C9

'OFT caiculations (LSD and GC1A-BP results, respectively).
'All-eiectron caiculations (Ref . [52]), LSD approxirnation.

27

B

Figure 2 .6: Section of isopentane (C 5 H 12 ) with lahelling of atoms used in

Table 2 .2 . Carhon atoms are gray, hydrogens are White.
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2.4 structural Transferability

The qualitative relationship between the infinite chain of it-PP and its seg-

ments is quite evident in Fig . 2 .4 . An aim of this study, however, is to examine

the structures in detail and to determine the extent to which the structural

parameters such as the bond Iengths, and the bond and dihedral angles ....

are transferable.

In Tafle 2 .2 we compare the structural features (bond lengths, and bond

arid dihedral angles) of seetions of isotactic polypropylene, C r®H22, C5H12 and

C3 H8i with those of the infinite it-PP chain . Fig. 2.6 shows the labelling of the

atoms in a representative section of C 5 H 12 . The bond Iengths in the different

molecules generally agree well, with Substitution of H by CH 3 leading to very

small increases in the lengths of C-C Bonds at the substituted atorn .s . The

bond angles agree well unless H atorns or C groups are dose to other groups

containing carbon . This effect can be seen comparing the C 4-C3-H 15 Bond

angle in the molecules, rohere the open environment of H 15 in C3 H8 leads to

a larger C4-C3 -H15 Bond angle than in the remaining molecules.

Propane is the smallest and the only unbranched molecule amongst those

considered, and it is evidently too small to provide accurate estirnates of the

structural parameters of larger hydrocarbons . The additional C atoms in

isopentane and the higher steric strain result in a structure that agrees better

with those of C10 H22 and it-PP. Therefore, we can conclude that, with the

exception of propane, there is a rernarkable transferability of the structural

parameters between rnolecules with the saure local environment.
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Polyethylene

The discovery of polyethylene (PE) provides an excellent lesson in the value

of observing an unexpected experimental restalt . In 1931 two chernists, E . W.

Fawcett and R. O. Gibson, carried out a research program to investigate the

effect of pressure up to 3000 atrnospheres an organic systems . Many systems

were investigated but the results of the experiments did not Show imrnediate

promise. l-Iowever, they noticed that in the experiment in which ethylene was

used a Small amount of a white waxy solid had been forrned . On analysis this

was found to be a polymer of ethylene . After this discovery, atternpts were

milde to reproduce the polymer, and it was discovered eveutually that a trace

of oxygen was necessary to bring about the fort ation of polyethylene . In the

original experiment this had been present accidentally, owing to a leak in the

apparatus.

Polyethylene was soon seen to haue mang properties suitable for a wide

ränge of applications, and it is today the larg€;st tonnage plastics material in

the world . The rain attractive features of PE, in addition to its low price . are

excellent electrieal insulation properties, very good chemical resistance, good

processability, fiexibility, and transparency in thin films of certain grades.

Such an irnportant polymer has the simplest molecular structure of all poly-

mers (see Fig . 3.1) and more has probably been w ritten about it than any other

polymer . "Tanks to the experimental work, PE is nowadays synthesized with

a high degree of purity, and is the best experimentally characterized polymer.
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Figure 3 .1 : Section of a single chairr of polyethvlene . The White atoms are

hydrogens and the gray are carbons.

On the theoretical side, because of its simple structure and the reliability of

the measured data . PE has been used as a herrehmark in the development of

theoretical techniques for polymer research.

We have applied the DFT approach to the study of the geometrical and

electronic structure of an isolated infinite chairr of PE, and checked the reli-

ability of our calculations comparing our results with experirnental data and

previous calculations . Then we have performed structure optimizations for the

crystalline form of PE, applying the LSD approximation for the exchange-

correlation energy and two gradient-corrected rnodiications : the GGA-BP

and GGA-PBE . The goal is to examine the description of inter-chain interac-

tions in organic polyrners provided by these different functionals.

3 .1 Ca culation Details

The method applied for the study of PE is analogous to the one used for

isotactic polypropylene (see Section 2 .1) [49_ . For both the isolated chairr

and the crystalline structure it assumes periodic boundary conditions in three

dirnensions . The initial structure of the isolated chairr had the experimental

lattice constant along the chairr and large lattice constants perpendicular to it,

and the Optimum geornetrv was found by minimizing the forces an all atoms.

The calculation was repeated for different chairr iengths to minimize the energy
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3 .1 . CALCULATION DETAILS

Figure 3 .2: Views of the orthorhombic structure of polyethylene along the

b-axis (top panel) and the c-axis (bottom panel) . Car.bon Atoms are gray,

hydrogens are white .
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as a function of all atomic positions . An ana]ogous proeedure was used for

crystalline PE, whose most stable structure is the experimentally deterrnined

orthorhombic structure shown in Fig . 3 .2.

Detailed convergence tests of the plane-wage basis have shown that reliable

energy differentes can he obtained using a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry. The

Integration in reciprocal space employed the special points technique [51_, and

the convergence of the total energy was tested with 3, 6, 12 and 24 such points.

Six k-points give a well-converged total energy and were used to obtain the

results presented here.

The calculations were first perforrned using the LSD approximation for the

exchange-correlation energy, and then repeated using two different gradient-

corrected modifications : the GGA-BP and the GGA-PBE (see Section 11 .1).

3 .2 Geometrie and Electronic chain. Structure

The optirnized structures calculated for a single chain with LSD and GGA

(both BP and PBE) approximations are compared in Table 3 .1 with the re-

sults of other calculations and with experimental values for crystalline PE.

Gradient corrections Iead to an increase of 1% in the G---C bond length.

In view of the experimental uncertainties, however, both approxirnations give

reasonable agreern.ent with the measured values and with the results of earlier

calculations. Apart fror. a deviation of 4 .5° in the H-C-B bond angle, the

present LSD values are very dose to the DFT(LSD) results of Miao et aL [67_

Recent advances in polymer electronie have focused attention an their

excitation and band structures . Polyethylene was indeed the first organic

polymer for which measured band structures were reported [68 We show in

Fig. 3.3 the energy bands calculated for a single chain using both the LSD and

the GGA-BP approximations (the band structure calculated using the PBE

approximation, not reported here, is very similar to that obtained with the BP

functional) . The overall form of the band structure in both approximations

is the saure as found in the measurement [68] and in previous band structure

calculations [67, 69] . A more detailed comparison also shows similarities . The
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Table 3 .1 : Measured structural pararneters of crystalline PE and calcuiated

structures for a single chain . Bond lengths are in A, angles in degrees. Values

marked with an asterisk (*) were assumed, and not measured or calculated

directly.

Method rcc Terz ccc (E UCH

X-rays [60] 1 .53 - 112

X-rays [61] 1 .534 L09* 112 .0 109.5*

X-rays 62] 1 .533 1 .07 111 .9 107 .0

X-rays 63] 1 .527 1 .091*_ .091 * 112

neutrons (4K) [64] 1 .578 1 .06, 1 .10 107.7 109.0

neutrons (90K) [64j 1 .574 1.07 1081 110.0

Hartree-Fock [65] 1 .536 L083 112.7 106.8

Hartree-Fock [66] 1 .541 1 .087 112.5 107.2

DFT (PZ) [67' 1 .515 1 .10* 113.0 109.7

DFT (X0) [67] 1 .534 1 .10* 113.0 110.0

This work (LSD) 1 .512 1 .111 114.3 105.2

This work (BP) 1 .536 1 .111 113.8 105.6

This work (PBE) 1 .523 1 .110 113.0 105.8

width of the lower valence band in single chain LSD calculations (6 .8 eV),

for exarnple, is in reasonahle agreement with calculated (7 .2 eV [69], 6 .0 and

6 .1 eV [67]) and rneasured values (7 .2 eV [68]) . The value obtained for the

upper valence band (5 .2 eV) is very dose to previous DFT resuits (5 .4 and

5 .3 eV [67]), and underestimates the experimental value 6 .7 eV [68] . Gradient

corrections lead to a negligible change in the valence band widths and to an

increase in the gap between valence and conduction Bands fron 5 .7 to 6 .0 eV.

The experimental value for the band gap is (8.8 eV) ' 70] . In the literature

concerning DFT calculations, the i n.derestirnation of the experimental band

gap appears to be a typical Feature of the Kohn-Sham approach . In fact,

the identification of KS eigenvalues with excitation energies is not a rigorous

procedure (see Section 1 .1) . Anyway, the qualitative description provided by
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Figure 3 .3 : Band structure of a single chain of polyethylene calculated with

LSD (fall curves) and GGA (broken curves) approximations . Wave vectors k

are in units of Zar/c.

these calculations is valuable . Indeed, the lange values for energy gap provided

by both LSD and GGA approximations indicate that our calculation are able

to reproduce the strong insulating character of this polymer.

3 .3 Crystalline Structure

The optimization of the orthorhonibic crystalline structure with the LSD and

GGA approximations led to strikingly different results . The LSD calculations

yielded a well-defined minimum in the binding energy curve (Fig . 3 .4), and

the length of the unit cell parameter parallel to the chain axis (referred to as

c in Fig. 3 .2) is in excellent agreement with all experimental data (Table 3 .2).
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3.3 . CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE

Table 3 .2 : Comparison of measured and calculated e€1uilibrium lattice con-

stants and interchain strructural pararneters in PE . The shortest distance be-

tween C atoms in different chains is dc c,, and is the angle between the

ac-plane and the plane of the C atoms in the chain . Distances are in Ä, angles

in degrees.

Method ao b 0 co c5 dc,. . .c.

X-rays 61] 7 .42 4 .945 2 .546 41 .4 4 .14

X-rays [62] 7 .42 4 .96 - 47.7 4 .15

X-rays [63] 7.388 4 .929 2 .539 45 4 .59

This work (LSD) 6.73 4 .53 2 .52 41 .3 3 .67

This work (PBE) 8.28 5 .64 2 .57 47.4 4.66

The structure of the chain is modified by the lower symmetry of the crystal,

but the changes are srnall (rCC is 0 .007 Ä less, there is a small splitting in

the values of r d n, and the band angles are 0 .4° smaller) . The interchain

separations, however, are underestimated by 9% (Table 3 .2) . The GGA-BP

binding energy curve, by contrast, shows no minimum (Fig . 3 .4), and there

is a weak rninim7.in in the case of GGA-PBE functional . corresponding to an

interchain distanee 12% larger than the measured value . Similar curves

for the binding energies cornputed with the LSD and GGA-BP functionals

were recently found in DFT studier of inter-molecular interactions in rare gas

dimers [19] and henzene dimers [20] . For all these systems, the inter-molecular

interactions are dominated by dispersion Torces, which arise frone correlated

fluctuations of dipole moments an distant atoms . Therefore, these interac-

tions have a non-local nature, which cannot he described by local functionals

(e .g. LSD) or by semi-local GGA functionals . The need of new strategies for

including this feature in approximate ex.change-correlation energy function-

als provides a stimulus for further developnnent and several new functionals

have been recently proposed [71, 72, 731 . Previous applications [74, 75] of

the PBE functional to a wide ringe of systems, including also rare-gas di-

atornic molecules, conh.rrn the irnproved description of weak inter-molecular

interaetions provided by this functional in the present work.
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CHAPTER 3 . POLYETHYLENE

The differentes between the descriptions of bonding provided by the LSD

and GGA approximations are refiected in the electron density distribution . We

have coanpared such distributions obtained with the two approximations for

the experimental geometry plotting the surfaces with equal electron density at

fixed values of the density . Although the density differences are smalI, the net

effect of the GGA is to lower the electron density both between the C atorns

and between the chains . There is also an overall transfer of electrons from

the neighbourhood of the C nuclei to that of the H nuclei . These differences

are small, but suffice to give the qualitatively different descriptions of the

interchain interactions found hexe.

A similar study will be presented below, in Section 4 .2.1, for the interchain

interactions in a crystalline analog of bisphenoi-A polycarbonate.
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Diatante [A

Figure 3 .4 : Binding energy of PE (in eV per unit teil) as a function of inter-

chain separation (in Ä) for LSD (diamonds), GGA-BP (squares) and GGA-

PBE (circies) approximations.
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Polycarbonates

In the mid 1950s Farbenfabriken Bayer in Gerrnany initiated a program in

search of useful polyrners containing phenylene rings in the rain chain . The

reaction between bisphenol-A (see Fig . 4.3) and carbonic acid derivatives pro-

duced a polymer, bisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC) of immediate promise.

Independently at General Electri,c Cornpany in the USA a research tearn also

produced polycarbonates frone bisphenol-A . Later, other kinds of polycarbon-

ates were produced, but BPA-PC is still the most important . Because of its

outstanding optical and mechanical properties (in particular high glass and

rne ting temperature, and good impact resistance) it has uses as disparate

as shatterproof Windows, lightweight eyeglass lenses, compact disks, mobile

telephones, and artificial kidneys. Manv experimental and theoretical studies

have investigated its microscopic structure and dynarnics, and tried to estab-

lish a relationship between thern and the good macroscopic properties of this

material . One of the most active areas of these studies has been the atterrrpt

to understand the phenylene ring rotational motions and how these motions

affect the mechanical properties of BPA-PC, in particular its good impact

resistance.

Scherne 4 .1 shows the strategy used for the present study of BPA.-PC. The

ferst step is reminiscent of the approach described in Chapter 2 for the study of

isotactic polypropylene : the study of isolated fragments in the chain, presented

in Section 4 .1, allows us to isolate the effects of their mutual interactions within
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the molecule . The investigation of crystal polycarbonate systems (Section 4 .2

and 4 .3), together with that of their isolated molecular units, point mit the

influence of the inter-molecular interaction in the condensed phase . The noise

due to the disorder in the inter-molecular arrangement is introduced with the

study of the amorphous phase (Section 4 .4), which is the typical phase of the

cornmercial polycarbonates . The DFT approach will be applied to the study

of structural, dynamical, and vibrational properties of the chain segments

and of the crystals, and will give an insight into the influence of the structure

upon dynamical processes an the atomistic scale . All these DFT results are

then applied to parametrize a classical force-field that is used for Monte Carlo

simulations of an amorphous polycarbonate system.

molecule Fragments

submolecular interactions

DF

	

molecules

intermolecular interaetions

rystals

disorder

combined amorphous systems
DFT/FF

Figure 4.1 : Schem.atic representation of the strategy for addressing the study

of BPA-PC in this chapter .
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4.1 . DFT STUDY OF CHAIN FRAGMENTS

4.1 DFT Study of Chain Fragments

In order to identify the origin of the structuraI details of BPA-PC, we have

performed calculations of isolated molecules representing fragnents of increas-

ing size of the infinite chain of BPA--PC . In Fig. 4 .2 we show (a-c) isorners of

carbonic acid, (d) benzene, (e) phenol, and (f, g) isomers of monophenyl car-

bonate. Fig. 4 .3 shows (a) 2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane, BPA, and (b)

4,4'-isopropylidenediphenylbis(phenylcarbonate), DPBC . Chart 4 .4 shows the

labelling of the atorns used throughout this chapter . For Bach molecule we

have optimized the geometrical structures and computed the vibration spec-

tra. We report all the data, together with the comparison with experiment

and previous calculations, in our work of Ref . [76 . There, the agreement of

our results with the rneasured structures and vibrations is shown, and we con-

clude that these calculations confirm the reliability of the DFT results in the

description of such systems . The data are reported here only partially, and

we focus our attention on the rnost significant trends identified in this large

set of data.

A similar analysis could be carried out on the experimental atomic posi-

tions. However, presently available daut are generally less honogeneous than

the results of a series of well converged calculations performed with the saure

method . loreover, additional points of detail can be investigated with rela-

tive ease performing computations on rnodified or artificial structures . This

is usually not the rase in an experimental study.

4 .1 .1 Computational details

The structures have been optimized using the Car-- Parrinello method 7]

and a simulated anneaing strategy (see Section 1 .2 .2) . The computations

were started using the experimentally deterrnined atomic coordinates and per-

formed without constraint (on symmetry or otherwise) until the magnitude of

the maximum force on any atom was less than 5 x 10 ._ .4 a.u . and the average

force on the atoms was an order of magnitude less . We emphasize that all

atomic coordinates were allowed to relax . We use a plane-wave Basis, and
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CHAPTER 4 . POLYCARBONATES

tests showed that reliable energy differences can be obtained for these sys-

tems using a kinetic energy Gutoff of 70 Ry . The expansion of the orbitals

assumes a single point (k=0) in . the Brillouin zorne, The calculations are per-

formed using periodic boundary conditions, and we adopt a simple cubic unit

(b)

e)

(0

	

(g)

Figure 4,2: Molecular structures of fragments of BPA-PC chains . (a) trans-

trans, (b) cis-trans, and (c) cis-cis isorners of carbonic acid, (d) benzene, (e)

Phenol, (f) trans-trans and (g) trans-cis isorners of monophenyl carbonate.

Carbon. atoms are gray, oxygens black . and hydrogens White.
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Gell with lattice constant of 40 a .u . for the isolated m iolecules. The GGA-

PBE approximation for the exchange-correlation energy is applied for these

calculation.s.

The vibration frequencies and eigenvectors of all these molecules are cal--

culated for the optimized geometries . The dynamical matrix D is evaluated

(a) BPA

(b) DPBC

Figure 4 .3: Molecular structures of fragments of BPA-PC chains . (a)

bisphenol-A (BPA) and (b) DPBC .
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by a finite differente approximation with atomic displacements 8 of the order

of 0 .005 Ä. The computed frequencies change by at most a few cm -_i upon in-

creasing or decreasing 8 by a factor of three, so that anharmonie contribu .tions

are very sman.

The intensity of the infrared fundamentals in absorption for a mode with

frequency v~ is estimated by associating an electrostatic Charge qr with each

atom 1 and evaluating

87r 3 Nv1
a(vj ) =

3d?,
qr~r

2

where Sr(lj) is the displacernent of atom 1 for the j-th vibrational eigenvector,

and N is the rnolecular density. The atomic charges are computed by a least

squares fit to the electrostatic potential around each molecule [78] . Equation

(4.1) is an approximation to the quantum. mechanical expression ]79], but

should be accurate for the weakly polar, closed shel] nrolecules considered

here.

4102 Carbonic Arid

We have optimized the structure of the three isomers of carbonic acid (H 2 CO 3 )

reported in Fig. 4.2 (a-c), which represent well-defined minirna in the energy

surface . The energy differentes between the three structures show that the

trans-trans conformer is the most sta ple, this stability beilag due to the at-

tractive interaction between 019 and the hydrogen atoms . The trau s-frans

conformation is conserved in most cases that will he considered below, where

the 0--C(-0)-0 part of this molecule, called carbonate group, appears as a

functional group of larger moleeules . The carbonate group is found in a dif-

ferent conformation only in the cyclic dinier carbonate, where the cis-traps

geometry is forced by the strain due to ring closing (see Section 4 .3) . The

energy of the cis-traps conformation of carbonic acid is higher by only 1 .5

kcal/mol, while the high energy of the cis-eis isomer (AE-10 .0 kcal/mol)

with respect to the traps-traps arises from the short separation of the two

terminal hydrogens (equal to 2 .02 Ä, i .e., consid.erahly less than the sum of
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4.1 . DFT STUDY OF CHAIN FRAGMENTS

their Van der Waals radii).

The most prominent features in the vibrational speetrum of the trans-trans

isomer of H2C03 are the stretching of the hydroxyl (OH) groups (3533 cm' )

and the stretching of carbonyl (C=D) group (1787 cm__') . The out-of-plane

mode with the highest frequency (759 cm -l ) involves osciliations of C with

respect to the plane of the oxygen atoms . The different conformations of the

hydroxyl groups in the cis-traps and eis-cis isomers is reected in slight shifts

(-. 10 cm') in the frequencies of the first two modes, while the out-of-plane

motion of carbon is almost unaffected.

019
22-C3

	

C1

	

7

	

C9 -C19 C15

C4-017f 018-C

	

C11 C14

C6'-C5

	

C13-C12 C16

ihr= C3-C4-017-C7

	

(D 2 = C7-O18-C&-C9

	

>~ = C4-017-C7-019

	

r2 = 019-C7-018-C8

11= C10-C11-C14-C15

Figure 4 .4: Schernatic structure of the repeat Finit of HPA-PC, with the atomic

numbering and the torsion angles of interest, In the text and in the tahles,

the hydrogen atoms take the saure number as the adjacent C or 0 atorn.

4 .1 .3 Benzene and Phenol

Benzene is one of the best studied hydrocarhon.s and has served as a bench-

mark for hoth methods of calculation and measurements an other syster s [80].

Table 4 .1 reports the structural parameters obtained by our calculations, in

comparison with experiment [81], as an example of the reliability of the DFT

results . The tafle compares also the present results, obtained using the re-

cently developed PBE functional, with previous DFT calculations [29 , , which

applied the LSD approxirnation and a commonly used GGA functional, the so-
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Table 4 .1 : Bond lengths (Ä) and angles (degrees) in the benzene molecule.

Atoms PBE (this work) Exp4811 LSD[201 BLYPi201

C-C

	

1 .397

	

1 .399

	

1 .385

	

1 .400

C-H

	

1 .093

	

1 .101

	

1 .092

	

1 .086

called BLYP functional [82] . The results obtained with the three functionals

are very dose.

Benzene rings are studied hexe because they are the molecules obtained if

we isolate the so-called phenylene or aromatic groups in th.e chain . As it will

be shown in the following sections, the molecular environment does not affect

the stiff structure of these rings, which is very dose to that of the isolated

molecule for all systems considered below.

The simplicity and high symmetry of benzene alow a detailed comparison

of computed vibrational frequencies with experimental data . lt is important

to nute that the peaks in measured spectra are affected by anharmonic . ef-

fects and do not correspond exactly to the harmonic frequencies . In benzene,

for example, the observed peaks in the vibrational spectrum can differ by up

to 120 cm' froren the corresponding harmonic frequencies [80] . As shown in

Ref. [76], our cornputations describe the (corrected) harmonie frequencies in

benzene well . Apart fror the lowest energy modes, for which the finite differ-

ence schere of computation is less reliable, the calculated and experimental

values differ by at most 3%, and this level of agreement shows that modern

DFT schemes lead to vibration frequencies that are within a few percent of

experiment.

If an hydrogen atom in the benzene ring is replaced by a OH group, the

phenol molecule is obtained . This change in the chemical composition has

important structural effects that are present in the molecules we will consider

below . In fact, the structure is still planrar, but the C3-C4-017 angle, adjacent

to the OH group, is ?arger than the C5-C4-017 angle . We attribute this

difference partly to an intrinsic asymmetry of 017, which has the hydrogen

atom an one side and two tone pairs an the other, arid partly to the short
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4 .1 . DFT STUDY OF CHAIN FRAGMENTS

distance between OH and the dosest hydrogen (H3) in the ring.

About the acc racy of the calculated vibration frequencies

As it is illustrated in our article of Ref. [76], the calculated harmonie fre-

quencies can differ by a few percent fror the experimental frequencies, the

absolute error in the highest energy modes being '50 crrr i . However, most

errors introduced by the PBE approximation should be systematic and lead to

frequency differenees that are much more reliable than the frequencies them.-

selves.

This expectation is confirmed by the comparison of the frequency for three

representative modes (C-H and C-C streteh, C out-of--plane) in benzene and

phenol (Table 4 .2) . Since anharmonic corrections have not been estimated

for phenol, we compare the computed harmonic frequencies with the observed

ones for both molecules . The shift in the individual frequencies frort' benzene

to phenol is reproduced very well, and frequency diferences of the Order of 10

cm can be identified reliably . Moreover, properties related to low moments

of the vibrational density of states, such as the zero point energy (zpe), should

be relatively insensitive to the numerical uncertainties and given accurately.

This is confirmed by the comparison of the computed and measured zpe for

benzene and phenol, which differ by at most 1 %.

Table 4 .2: Comparison of computed (firnt line) and measured (second line, in

parentheses) frequencies (cnr- t ) for : (1) C-H and (2) C-C stretching, and (3)

C out-of-plane modes in benzene and phenol.

Mode Benzene Phenol A

1 3127 .5 3133 .6 6.1

(3073 .9) (3087) 16.1

2 1587 .8 1596 .1 8.3

(1 .601 .0) (1610) 9

3 997 .5 974 .6 -22.9

(993.1) (973) -20.1
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4 .1 .4 Monophenyl Carbonate and BPA

For the two isomers of monophenyl carbonate shown in Fig . 4 .2 (f,g) Eve have

optimized the structures and found that the traps--trans isomer is rnore stable

(by 3 .36 kcal/mol) than the cis-trans . Comparison of this energy difference

with trat found for the carbonic acid shows that the difference increases by

only 2 kcal/mol if an hydrogen in the carbonic acid rnolecule is replaced by a

phenylene ring.

Sonne struetural param.eters of both isomers of monophenyl carbonate

present important deviations with respect to the structures of its isolated

fragments. The most interesting feature is the asyrnrnetry in the 017-C4

(1 .413 A) and 017-C7 (1 .359 Ä) bond lengths' . As noted in Ref. [83] and dis-

cussed below in Section 4 .1 .5 for the DPBC rnolecule, this asymmetry reflects

the enhanced z-bonding contribution to the 017-C7 bond . The CO 3 unit is

(lose to planar as a result, and this feature should persist in the oligomers

of BPA-PC discussed below . As in phenol, the C3-C4-017 and C5-C4-017

angles deviate from the ideal value (120°) by 4° in both the trans-trans and

cis-traps isomers . Moreover, the 017 atom is slightly (0 .1 Ä) mit of the plane

of the phenylene ring. This effect is probably due to the short range repulsion

between 113 and the carbonyl oxygen (019), which also forces the C3-C4-017-

C7 (= (lj l ) torsional angle to deviate significantly frone planar ()r 48° in

both isomers).

The calculation of the vihrational frequencies shows that the OH stretching

frequency is the saure in the trans-trans and eis-trans forms, and remarkably

(lose to the frequency observed in the smallest fragment, H 2C03 , while the

modes localized an the carbonyl (C=0) group are more sensitive to the local

bonding environment . The highest C-H stretching frequency involves the C3-

H3 bond, wich the other C-H stretching modes being at least 20 cm' lower

in energy . This feature is found in all molecules with a short 019-H3 distance

and appears to be a consequence of the interaction between these two atoms.

The BPA molecule represents, in the BPA-PC chains, the vertex joining

'The distances refer to the trans-trans isomer . The eis-trans isomer dispiays a very

similar asymmetry.
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successive monorners . The optimized structure obtained by our caiculations

has C2 symrnetry, with the methyl groups (CH3 ) in the eclipsed geometry.

The orientation of the two phenylene rings is deterniined by the short range

repulsion between the phenylene and methyl hydrogen atoms (minirrmm H-H

distance of 2 .19 Ä) . As a result, the two phenylene groups are nearly perpen-

dicular. The relative positioning of these two phenylene rings is one of the

structural features that are affected by the rr-flip of the phenylene ring in the

BPA-PC chains, which will be studied in detail below.

4 .1 .5 DPBC

The DPBC molecule (Fig. 4.3) is the largest chain fragment we have studied.

lt extends over almost two repeat units of the infinite chain of BPA-PC, and

it has been synthesized in two different crystalline phases that are analogs

of crystalline BPA-PC . The analysis of these crystal phases will be presented

in Section 4 .2, while its amorphous phase is addressed in Section 4 .4 .2 . A

detailed study of this structural unit is a prerequisite for understanding the

structural and dynarnical properties of the condensed phases . For this reason,

we have performed a careful investigation of its structural and vibrational

properties . Moreover, we have extended our analysis to the energy barriers

associated to the rotation of all functional groups in the molecule, and elec-

trostatic properties have also been considered.

1. Geornetrieal structure

We have optimized the structure of this molecule, which has C2 symnietry in

the ground state, and report the most significant parameters in Table 4 .3 . The

comparison between these data and those relative to the other segments Shows

that the bonding within the phenylene, carbonate and isopropylidene (CH 3

-C---CH3 ) groups is not infl.uenced strongly by intra-molecular interactions . For

example, the phenylene rings have bond angles and lengths that are very dose

to those of benzene, with minor fluctuations around the average C---C and C--H

distances (1 .396 Ä and 1 .092 Ä, respectively), and the isopropylidene group
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Table 4 .3 : Selected interatomic distances (Ä) and angles (degrees) in DPBC.

See Chart 4 .4 for numbering of atorns . Hydrogen atorns Lake the saure number

as the adjacent C atom .

Atoms

C4-017

	

1 .411

017-C7

	

1 .365

H3. . .019

	

2 .494

H9 . . .019

	

3.000

C3-C4-017

	

123 .2

C5-C4-017

	

115 .1

C4-01.7-C7

	

119 .2

017-C7-019

	

128 .0

C3-C4-017-C7 (1)

	

44 .8

C9-C8-018-C7 (4,2)

	

69 .3

C4-017-C7-019 (F 1 )

	

0 .0

C8-018-C7-019 (P 2 )

	

0 .5

C10-C1 .-C14-C15 (!)

	

8 .4

at the molecular vertex has bond distances and angles close to the ideal sp 3

bonds in hydrocarbons.

The region of the rnolecule connecting phenylene rings and carbonate

groups, and in. particular the relative orientation of these two groups, are

of central importance . The first thing we notice is that, as in the case of

monophenyl carbonate, the C4_--017 bond in the carbonate group is longer

than the C7--017 bond, although they might appear at first sight to be equiv-

alent . Projection of the Kohn-Sham orbitals onto atomic states (see Paragraph

IV) and the computation of the Mayer band Order [84] show that both bonds

haue a significant rr character, and that this is stronger in C7 -017 . This

difference is reflected in the Force constants associated wich the e1 , 2 and F 1,2

torsional angles : the delocalization of the 7r-electrons, which is an important

contribution to stability [83, 85 , , favours the Planar configuration for bohl
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4 .1. . DFT STUDY OF CHAIN FRAGMENTS

angles (1,2 ,2 = 0, 180° ), baut rotations around the 017-C4 bond (asso-

ciated with the 4,1 .2 angles) require significantly less energy than around the

017-C7 (associated with the F1 22 angles), as it will be illustrated in Paragraph

IIL

Second, also for this molecule the angles C3-C4-017 and C5-C4-017 de-

viate by - +5° fron' ideal 120° . This asymrnetry is significant when the

C-C-O-R torsional angle 43 is (lose to planar and vanishes when cl> 90°,

independent of the residue R . The underlying C3-C4-C5 angle is (lose to 120°

in all cases . This feature, already discussed above for phenol and monophenyl

carbonate, is due to an intrinsic asy rnmetry in the electron distribution around

the 0 atom, a,nd to a relatively strong interaction of H3 with the residue R,

when their distance is below 3 A.

The same H3-R interaction causes a srnall (,-- 0 .1 Ä) deviation of the 017

atom from the plane of the adjacent phenylene ring, observed also for the

monophenyl carbonate molecule.

II. Vibratio al properties

We have calculated the vibrational eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the DPBC

molecule, and the results are reported in Fig 4 .5. We show the vibrational

density of the infrared active states and - in the inset -.- the density of states

of all modes.

The infrared active modes involve mainly vibrations of the carbonate

group, the most ionic part of the molecule . The peaks at 725 cm r and 1139

cm - are out-of-plane arid in-plane bending modes, respectively, of this group.

The bending mode for the C8-018-C7 angle is at 1580 cm-j , and the stretch-

ing of the carbonyl group is at 1774 cm' . The peak at 3135 cm' arises from

stretching modes of the (aromatic C)-I-I atoms . The overall infrared spectrum

determined by our calculation is in good agreement with the measured spe€ .-

trum. `861 . On the basis of symmetry we find that Raman activity is allowed

for modes localized on the carbonate group, the isopropylidene unit (1217 and.

3078 cm -1 ), and on the phenylene groups (1471 and 1586 crn")

'e now turn to the total vibration spectrum, using the vibration spec-
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Figure 4 .5: The infrared active vibrational spectrum of the isolated DPBC

molecule . The inset shows the total vibrational density of states . Each mode

is represented by a Gaussian distribution of width 12 cm-'.

tra of the smaller fragments as a Basis for interpretation . The modes are

discussed in the order of decreasing frequency . The highest frequencies arise

from stretching modes of the (aromatic C)-H bonds and range from 3113 and

3166 cm', i .e ., with a broader spread and higher frequencies than in the iso-

Iated benzene ring (3097-3128 cm - » . Part of this shift arises from the change

in the masses, which decreases the frequency of H more in the small fragment

1 .2 0.2

0 .0
0
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(benzene) than in the DPBC tmit, and the broadening probably originates

fron' intra-molecular interactions . The highest frequency is associated with

the hydrogen dosest to 019 . A similar shift is present in the spectrnm of the

monophenyl carbonate (Fig . 4 .2 (f)), confirming that it is drye to the steric

repulsion between the H atom and the carbonyl 019 atom . The stretching

modes of the C-H bonds belonging to the two rnethyl groups occur in the

[2970-30701 cm' range, that is slightly higher but not significantly broader

than that of the BPA fragment (2969-3063 cm' ), suggesting that these modes

are deterrnined by the local interactions at the molecular vertex . The carbonyl

C -0 stretch (at 1775 cm") is also only slightly higher than in the isolated

molecule of c.arbonic acid. The wide band from 14704600 cm r corresponds

to the stretching modes of the carbon backbone . Carbon stretching is mixed

with C-H Bond bending at lower frequencies, and the stretching of the carbon-

tetrahedral oxygen occurs at 1210 cm' .. There are bending modes between

1010-1200 cm r that preserve the planarity of the phenylene and carbonate

groups . The out-of-plane vibrations of these groups follow between 400 and

1000 crn r . About 30 low-frequency modes can not be identified reliably by

our calculation, but this frequency range covers the rotations and libra .tions

of the constituent groups.

III. Rotation energy barriers

The energy barriers for the rotation of the phenylene, carbonyl and methyl

groups have been calculated as follows: First, we dehne a reaction coordinate

(usually an angle) that transforms the initial structure into the rotated one.

For selected values of we then optirnize all atomic positions, subject only to

the constraint "=constant . The potential energy of the relaxed structure pro-

vides information about the rotational barriers, while the structural (banges

occurring as the barrier is crossed allow us to identify the interactions de-

termining it . The diff'erences between barriers and relaxations found in the

isolated molecules and in the condensed phases allow us to distinguisb intra,-

from intrr'-molecular contributions .
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Table 4 .4 : Rotational energy barriers (in kcal/mol) for the functional groups

of the isolated DPBC molecule . (a), (b) refer to rotations about the C7-018

and 017-018 axes, respectively.

Group Energy harrier

Methyl 2 .86

Int . Ring 1 .98

Ext. Ring 1 .20

Carbonyl (a) 8.7

Carbonyl (b) 18.5

The considerations about the structure of the DPBC molecule (see Para-

graph 1 of this section) help understand which forces contribute to the energy

barriers for the rotation of either functional group . Rotations of the phenylene

rings involve only a torsional restoring force and will he facile, with the ex-

ception of a narrow range of angles corresponding to dose contact between 0

and H atoms. Rotations of the carbonyl group will he more difficult because

of the enhanced nr-character of the 017 -C7 and 018-C7 bonds . The rotations

of the methyl groups should involve barriers comparable to those observed in

saturated hydrocarbons . Since steric interactions between the H in the rings

and either 0 (carbonyl) or H (methyl) are likely to contribute most to the en-

ergy barriers, the simultaneous rotation of two groups -- avoiding the shortest

II_H or 0-H distances - should lead to energetically most favorable path.

These predictions are confirmed by our calculations of rotational barriers,

which are reported in Table 4 .4. Analysis of the relaxed atomic positions for

fixed values of the dihedral angles confirm that all barriers are lowered by the

simultaneous relaxation of the neighbouring groups . The phenylene rings and

the carbonate group are nearly planar along the entire path in all cases . The

large difference between the barriers of the 7r-flip of the rings in the isolated

molecule and the experimental estimate in the crystal phases (reported in

Section 4 .2 .4) shows that the rotational rigidity of the latter arises from inter-

molecular interactions .
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TV . Other properties

Fig. 4 .6 shows the energetic distribution of the KS eigenvalues for the isolated

DPBC molecule . The eigenvalues with higher energy contribute to the 7r

bonds, those with the lowest energies to the o bonds, and the interrnediate

band corresponds to the sp2 and sp3 honds.

The charge distribution in the DPBC r nolecule has been analyzed in terms

of both Mulliken populations and ESP charges, the atornic charges obtained

by fitting the electrostatic potential outside the molecule [871 . The electro-

static interactions are localized at the carhon.yl group and well screened by the

36

30

24

8

-------- -----
CY

-6 0

Figure 4.6: The eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equations for the isolated

DPBC molecule . Each eigenvalue is represented by a Gaussian distribution of

width 0.3 eV . The contrihutions from different Bands are also shown.
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neighbouring atoms, and the dipole moment of the molecule (1.0 D) points

towards the molecular vertex . The effective charges change little if groups

are rotated around "easy" axes, and they should provide valuable input for

modelling the force Field in the molecule (see Section 4 .4).

4.2 DFT Study of a Crystalline Analog

The most precise structural inforrrnation available on molecules closely related

to BPA-PC has come fror x-ray diffraction studier . Early data on oriented

chains were given by Prietzschk [88], and there are two crystalline forms of

DPBC molecule, containing 118 and 236 atoms, respectively, in the unit cells,

which are analogs of the crystalline polymer . The first form was synthesized

by Perez and Scaringe [89], and was designed the "immobile" form because of

the low rate of Ir-flies of the phenylene rings 190] . The same motion is facile in

a second crystalline modification, which is referred to as "mobile" form [91].

We have performed DFT caleulations for both the "immobile" and "mobile"

form in a way analogous to that described for the chain fragments of BPA-

PC. The availability of experimental data allows us to check the reliability

of the results provided by our calculations . The comparison of structural pa-

rameters, energy barriers, and vibrational properties obtained for the DPBC

molecule in the isolated (see Section 4 .1 .5) and crystalline configuration gives

insight into the influence of intra- and roter-molecular interactions upon all

these properties . In particular, the analysis of the ir-flips of the phenylene

rings, which is believed to be related to the high impact resistance of the

polymer, provides new information . Finally, in live with the study of crys-

talline polyethylene reported above in Section 3 .3, we have tested, also for

the present system, the reliability of three different approximations of the

exchange-correlation energy in the description of the equilibrium volume and

cohesive energy for this molecular crystal . lt is important to point out that,

thanks to the present-day powerful computers and to the development of ef-

ficient programming techniques, it is now possible to perforrn calculations of

such systems, containing several hundred atoms, optimizing all atomic posi-
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4.2 . DFT STUDY OF A CRYSTALLINE ANALOG

tions with a method free of adjustable parameters . The nurnbering of atoms

used throughout this section follows the numbering shown in Chart 4 .4.

4 .2 .1 Volume Optimization

The optirnization of the inter-molecular structure for the "immobile" form has

been perforrned finding the optimurn structure at different volumes, obtained

via a uniform scaling of the experimental unit cell . The high cost of the calcn-

lation did not allow an independent optirn.ization of the three lattice corrstants.

As in the case of crystalline polyethylene (see Section 3 .3) the calculations

were repeated for three different approximations of the exchange-correlation

energy: the LSD approximation, and both the BP, and PBE generalized gra-

dient approximations.

The binding energy of the "immobile" crystal phase relative to the energy

of two isolated molecular units is shown in Fig . 4 .7 for the LSD, GGA-BP

and GGA-PBE approximations . The abscissa is the scaling factor for the lin-

ear dimensions, with unity corresponding to the experimental structure . The

three curves differ significantly, as in the case of PE (see Section 3 .3), but

all lead to a finite equilibrium volume and a positive cohesive energy. The

LSD calculation underestimates the equilibrium volume (the scaling factor

is 0 .97) and predicts a cohesive energy of 3 .4 eV per unit cell . The equi-

librium volumes for the GGA-BP and GGA-PBE are larger, with the opti-

mum scaling factors found by fitting the energy curves with a Morse potential

(also shown in Fig . 4 .7) being 1 .08 and 1 .12, respectively. Although the two

gradient-corrected funetionals have similar forms and lead to similar equilib-

rium densities, the cohesive energy predicted by the GGA-PBE funetional

(0 .78 eV) is almost three times the GGA-BP value (0 .28 eV) . We know of no

experimental data an the low temperature cohesive energy of crystalline poly-

carbonates, which would provide a useful criterion for preferring a functional

form for describing such rnolecules . Comparison with data for glassy polycar-

bonates suggests a cohesive energy of , 2 eV per molecular unit [92], which

would point in favour of the GGA-PBE functional . Moreover, the GGA-PBE

functional leads to a unit eell volume in better agreement with experiment
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than the GGA-BP modification.

Nevertheless, the GGA-PBE is still far from giving a good quantitative de-

scription of the interchain interactions in this system : what is the main source

of cohesion not described by the GGA-PBE functional? f we caiculate the

cohesive energy for the optimal GGA-PBE structure and add ad hoc attractive
pair potentials of the form C, j /r6 , with the C,, taken from standard potentials

for organic molecules, we find a cohesive energy in the correct range 192) . This

indicates that the attractive part of the Van der Waals potential is the main

feature that is not included in the PBE functional . Since the Van der Waals

forces haue a weak structural dependence --- they act as a background "glue"

_2

0.9

	

to

	

1 .1

	

1 .2
Scaling factor

Figure 4 .7 : Variation of the binding energy of the "immobile" crystalline

analog of BPA-PC (in eV per unit ceil) as a function of linear dimension

scaling factor for constant unit cell shape for LSD (dianionds), BP (squares),

and PBE (eimies) approximations .
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giving riss to cohesion - the GGA-PBE is able to reproduce the nieasured

geometries very well if the unit cell is constrained to have the experimental

dimensions.

This result is still not enough to explain the behavior of the curve relative

to the GGA-BP functional in Fig . 4 .7, because this approximation gives purely

repulsive E(V) curves in systems with van der Waals bonds [191 . The weak

minimum present in this curve suggests the presence of weak Bonds of another

type, and a careful observation of the interehain structure, in combination

with an extensive series of calculations, have provided insight . We note ferst

that a detailed analysis of the electrostatic interactions indicate that these

forces tun contribute only very little to the cohesion of the systern . In falzt, in

both "mobile" and "immobile" forms the ESP charges are 0 .5 eV/molecule,

and the crystai packing is such that the total dipole moment of the unit

Gell and the long-range cornponents of the electrostatic interactions are

small in both crystalline forms . The relatively weak electrostatic forces in

these systems are consistent with the small dielectric constant measured for

glassy polycarbonates (equal to 3 .17) 1 93], which is typical of weakiy ionic

organic systems . A probable source of cohesion instead, described also by

the GGA.-BP functional, is the network of weak bonds between H atoms and

O or aromatic C atoms in neighbouring molecuies . We estimate that their

contribution to cohesion is of the order of 10% of that of the Van der Waals

forces . A detailed description of these bonds is presented in Section 4 .2 .2.

4.2 .2 Geornetrical Structures

The "immobile" and "mobile "" crystalline structures are shown in Fig . 4.8 and

Fig. 4 .9, respectively. Since existing exchange-correlation energy functionals

do not predict quantitative y the equi.librium volurne and unit cell of the "im-

mobile" form, as it was described in Section 4 .2 .1, the structure optimization

for the crystalline systerns have been performed with the experimental unit

cell . The relaxed atomic positions agree well with the experimental data (for

a detailed comparison see Ref. [941).

The density is 10% higher in the "immobile" form than in the "mobile"
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form, and we have noted that the molecular arrangements in both mirnic

the head-to-tail arrangement of the polymeric system . The geometry of the

molecuiar units (see Section 4 .1 .5) changes little an for ring Bither crystal.

The most pronounced changes are in e i and 'CP2, which define the orientation

of the external ring in the rn .olecules . With one exception in the "immobile"

form (see Table 4 .5), these angles open up significantly in the crystal, with

Figure 4 .8 : Projection of the monoclinic "immobile" crystalline analog of

BPA-PC onto the czc-plane . Carbon atoms are gray, Oxygen atoms black, and

hydrogen atoms White .
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a related increase in the 019-H3 distance . As we have pointed out for the

isolated DPBC, monophenyl carbonate, and Phenol molecules, 019--H3 Sepa-

rations below N 3 Ä force the the C3-C4-017 and C5-C4-017 angles to deviate

fror their ideal values (120°) . According to this analysis, the increase of the

019-H3 Separation observed in this case causes these angles approach the

ideal geometry. The variation in Bond lengths with changing volume shows

that inter-molecular packing is limited mainly by H-H contacts, with contacts

between H and aromatic C atorns playing a secondary role.

ei __de
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er,0- 4
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Figure 4 .9 : Projection of the monoclinic "mobile" crystalline analog of BPA-

PC onto the ac-plane . Carhon atoms are gray, oxygen atorns black, and

hydrogen atoms white .
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Takle 4 .5: Torsional angles (in degrees) defining the orientation of the pheny-

lene groups in the molecular unit (DPBC molecule) and in the crystal forms.

Angle Multiplicity Value

	

Molecule i	2

	

45 .1

	

4) z

	

2

	

69 .2

2

	

8 .3

Immobile

	

e i 2

	

33 .3

	

2

	

87 .7

	

2

	

88 .8

	

2

	

82 .0

	

2

	

36 .5

	

2

	

4 .4

Ilj

4

	

60 .0

4

	

49 .8

4

	

89 .0

4

	

71 .9

4

	

22.4

4

	

9 .6

Mobile

1J

As we mentioned previously, there is a network of weak inter-molecular

links between H atoms and Bither 0 or aromatic C atoms . Their presence

becorne evident if we observe the structural changes occurring during uni-

form dilation of the unit celi . In fact, the distances between these atoms

decrease with increasing volume, indicating the presence of Boxding . Most

of these Bonds are between phenylene fI atoms und 0 atoms in neighbouring

molecules, and there is sirnilar attraction between. H atoms and aromatic C--C

Bonds . ?seither farnily involves "hydrogen honds" in the sense of linking two

highly electronegative ions, but the basic mechanism is also a weak hydrogen

attraction towards electron-rich regions of the systems.

Pro jection of the Kohn-Shanr orbitals relative to these crystals onto atornic

states gives results very dose to those ohtained for the rnolecular unit of the
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crystal (se(' Paragraph IV of Section 4 .1 .5), indicating that the electronic

structure of the DPBC molecule changes ittle an forming the solids, with the

density of states (DOS) boing the superposition of the molecular DOS.

4 .2 .3 Vibration Properties

We have calculated the F-point phonons of these two crystalline forms in the

saure way described in Section 4 .1 .1, and compared them with the vibration

spectrum of the isolated molecular unit (see Paragraph II of Section . 4 .1 .5) . In

going fror the isolated DPBC molecule to the "immobile" crystalline forms,

we observe a slight upward shift of the spectral Center of mass, the zerg point

energy of "immobile" crystal form heing 7 .8 }real./mol (per crystal unit cell,

i .e ., two molecules) higher than that of the corresponding free molecules . The

vibrational bands are, of Bourse, hroader in the crystal than in the molecular

spectra. The most apparent eifert is in the (aromatic C)-H stretching modest

in the crystal they occur between 3110 cm' and 3192 crn -.1 , i .e, this band is

hroader and 30 cm higher than in the isolated DPBC rnolecule . Analysis

of the eigenvector°s suggests that the shift is due to the repulsive contact

between the phenylene hydrogen atoms helonging to different molecules.

4 .2A Rotation Energy Barriers

We have calculated the energy barriers for the rotation of the methyl and car--

bonyl groups, as well as for the rr-flip of the internal and external phenylene

groups in both "immobile" and "mobile" crystal forms . To minimize system-

atic errors in cornparing the results for the rotation energy barriers in the two

crystal phases, we use a simulation cell of 236 atorns for both forms . This

corresponds to two unit cells for the "immobile" form, arranged so that the

simulation cell is nearly cubic, and to the experimental unit cell in the "mo-

bile" form [91] . The results are reported in Table 4 .6 and compared with those

of the isolated molecular unit, described in Paragraph III of Section 4 .1.5.
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Table 4 .6: R.otational energy barriers (in keal/mol) for the functional . groups

of the DPBC molecule, and for both its "immobile" and "mobile" crystalline

phases . (a), (b) refer to rotations about the C7-018 and 017-018 axes, re-

spectively.

Methyl Inf. . Ring Ext . Ring

	

Carbonyl (a) Carbonyl (b)

Moleeule 2 .9 2 .0 L2

	

8 .7 18.5

Immobile 3 .4 16 .3 16.3

	

- 19 .0
Mobile 3.4 7 .7 12 .5

	

- 19 .0

This comparison helps understand whether the, energy barriers arise frorn

intra- or inter-molecular interactions . We discuss irrst the resuits for the

phenylene rings, because this is the most prominent z notion in NMR, studies

of polycarbonates.

In the "immobile" form the external phenylene group has a rotational

barrier of 16 .3 kcal/mol. Analysis of the relaxed geometry at the saddle point

shows that the intra-molecular relaxation is small, while there is a strong

coupling wich the motion of the internal ring in two adjacent molecules : by

changingr by 90°, 2 and ‘lf on the sarre molecule change by less that 3°,

while the largest value of t , LX(1) 2, and on the two nearest molecules

are 7°, 31° and 22° respectively. The relaxation of the internal rings in the

neighbouring molecules implies a small but definite rotation of one of the

methyl groups . The synchronous motion of internal and external rings in

adjacent molecules suggests the existente of a single rriechanism for rotating

either group in the "immobile" form, i .e ., the rotation barrier for the internal

phenylene ring (not computed) should be dose to the one computed for the

external ring . The 16.3 kcal/mol barrier arises form the short-range repulsion

of several H--H pairs (the minimum separations are 1 .90 Ä at the saddle point

and 2.09 Ä in the ground state) and the local expansion of intra-moleculer

distances around the rotating phenylene group.

The barrier for the ir-flip of the external ring in the "mobile" form is 12.6

kcal/mol . The intra-molecular relaxation at the saddle point is greater than
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in the "immobile" form (A eP 2 13°, c1 =26°, A(P I =90°), while weaker inter-

molecular coupling affects mainly the nearest external phenylene ring in the

head-to-tail arrangement (A(Pr =21° , A 2=8°, and =2°) . The relaxation

of the internal rings in adjacent molecules is small (' 3°), and the barrier arises

predominantly fror local expansion to accommodate the rotating phenylene

group. While sonne H-H distances shrink (the minimum separation is 1 .96 Ä),

most of the interatornic separations increase near the rotating ring.

Finally, rotation of the internal phenylene ring in the "mobile" form is

associated with the smallest energy barrier (7 .7 kcal/rnol) and relaxation . The

strongest couplings are with the isopropylidene group and the other internal

ring in the saure molecule (Ae=70° for the ring whose 2 (langes by 90

1, .VPr =5°, A cP2 18° . and Zicl)=20° for the other half of the same molecul .ar

unit) . The relaxation most evident in the neighbouring units involve one

isopropylidene group (Ailf ' 10° an hoth sides of the group) with smaller

(banges (- 3°) für and 4) 2 . In this Base there is a small h.omogeneons

expansion around the rotating ring . The previous estimates of the barriers for

phenylene ring rotation are 9-10 kcal/mol 95], 8-9 kcal/mol [96], 10 .4 kcal/mol

[97], and 9.6 kcal/mol [98] . Our results agree satisfactorily with experiment

and alow us to identify the mobile group observed as the internal phenylene

group. A rnolecular dynamics sirnul.ation for BPA-PC led to higher value (12 .6

kcal/mol) [99].

The values obtained for the rotation barrier of the rnethyl groups in the

crystals and in the isolated mol.ecular unit shows that it is almost indepen-

dent of the chain packing, and determined primarily by intea-molecular inter-

actions . An earlier semi-empirical estirnate of this barrier was 6 .6. kcal/mol

[95

The rotation of the carbonyl group around the 018-C7 axis, which gives

the smallest barrier for the rotation of this group in the isolated structural

unit, would require substantial inter-molecular relaxation in the condensed

phases. The lowest energy path in the crystals is found to be the rotation

around the 017-018 axis . This barrier (19 kcal/mol) is nevertheless close to

the same barrier calculated for the DPBC rnoleeule, and therefore we conclude
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that it is due mainly to intra-molecular interactions.

4.3 DFT Study of Cydlic Oligomers

The cyclic diryer, trimer, and tetramer carbonates of BPA. haue been isolated

and analyzed spectroscopically, and the structures of their crystalline forms

determined by x-ray diffraction [100] . The ring topologies of these cyclic

oligomers are more closely related to the chain structure of the polymer than

are the isolated molecular units of the "immobile" and "mobile" forms . There-

fore, these rings provide insight into the structural trends as the molecules

increase in length and are important molecules in their own right, not least

because polymerization in ring systems (ring-opening polymerization, ROP)

is an active research area in polymer chemistry [l01f . Our calcula,tions focus

Figure 4 .10: Structure of BPA cyclic dimer carbonate . Carbon atoms are

gray, oxygen atoms black, and hydrogen atoms white.
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on the ixrvestigation of the geometrical structures and vihrational properties of

dirner and tetramer, both in the isolated and in the crystalline configurations.

These calculations are perforrned in the saure way illustrated for the segments

of BPA-PC chains (see Section 4 .1), using the experimental unit: cells for the

crystalline systems, and, for the isolated molecules, unit cells large enough to

ensure a minimal interµmolecular interaction . The tetramer tends to include

solvent molecules on crystallization, and the stable crystais were obtained us-

ing m,-xylene (1,3-dimethyibenzene) as a solvent [1001 . The coordinates of the

solvent molecules were also relaxed in the calculations . Lahelling of atoms in

this section foliows that reported in Chart 4 .4.

Figure 4 .11 : Structure of BPA. cyclic tetramer carbonate . Carbon atoms are

gray, oxygen atoms klack, and hydrogen atoms White.
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4 .3 .

	

Geometrical structures

The struetural Parameters for isolated dimer and tetramer have been caleu-

lated, and are reported in Table 4 .7 . A comparative analysis of these struc-

tures with that of the isolated DPBC molecule is very enlightening . In fast,

this molecule has a chemical composition similar to that of the dirner (which

has one isopropylidene (CH 3-C-CH 3 ) unit more), but it is open . Dimer and

tetramer instead, are both closed structures, and they have the sam .e rela-

tive composition of phenylene, carbonyl, and isopropylidene groups . As in

the case of the DPBC molecule, the bond lengths and angles at the isopropy-

lidene vertices and in the phenylene rings in both dimer and tetramer are

almost identical to those in the corresponding fragments (see Section 4 .1).

The structures show some differences close to the junction of the carhonate

and phenylene groups.

Ring closing generally induces strain and an increase in the total energy,

and both should be greater in the dirner than in the tetramer. Indeed, the

dinier has less fiexibility than tetramer and DPBC, and adopts --- unique in

this family the eis-trans conformation . The total energy (without zero point

energy corrections, see Section 4 .3.2) of the tetramer is 27 kcal/rno lower

than that of two dimer molecules . Some of the features already pointed out

for the DPBC molecule are not affected by ring closing or size increasing of
the molecules . Indeed also in dimer and tetramer the 017-C4 bond is longer

and weaker that in 017-C7 bond, and small deviations of the 017 atom frorn

the plane of the adjacent phenylene ring are observed also in some of the

carbonate groups in the dimer and tetramer . In the tetramer, the C3-C4-017

and C5-C4-017 angles deviate from the ideal value (120°} by ± 5°, as in the

case of DPBC and smaller rnolecules . These angles assume the ideal vaiue

only in the dirner molecule . The strain present in the atter modifies also the

1-' 1 , 2 angles, which depart significantly from the planar configuration assumed

in the other molecules . Because of the asymmetrie eis-trans conformation of

the dirner, the 019-C7-017 and 019-C7-018 angles, which are equivalent in

the DPBC and tetramer molecules, differ here by 5° . Also the angle 017-C7-

018 in the dimer is affected by the different conformation, being 5° smaller
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Table 4 .7: Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (degrees) in DPBC,

dimer and tetramer carbonates . Hydrogen atoms take the saure numher as

the adjacent C atom.

Atoms DPBC Tetramer Dimer

H3-019 2 .494 2.662, 2.337 2.954

H9-019 3.000 2.717, 2.558 4.533

C3-C4-017 123 .2 122 .7, 125.3 123.5

C5-C4-017 115 .1 116 .2, 114.0 115.0

C4-017-C7 119 .2 118 .7, 121 .5 121 .3

017-C7-019 128 .0 127.6, 128.1 127 .5

018-C7-019 126 .9 127.4, 127.2 122.8

017-C7-018 105 .1 105 .0, 104.7 109.6

C9-C8-018 121 .2 122 .3, 123.1 119.4

C13-C8-018 117 .5 116 .6, 115.9 119.8

C3-C4-017-C7 () 44.8 52 .7 . 31 .4 70.3

C9-C8-018-C7 (4)2 ) 69.3 55 .4 . 46.8 73.4

C4-017-C7-019 (F 1 ) 0.0 2 .0, 3.8 21 .0

C8-018-C7-019 (F 2 ) 0 .5 3 .0 . 4 .3 194 .9

C10-C11-C14-C15 ('tIf ) 8.4 12 .8, 12 .0 5 .8

than in the other molecules.

Only the opposite edges are equivalent in the tetramer structure . There

are two topes of conforrnation about the carbonate, as it is shown in Fig . 4,11):

one has a nearly syrm etric position of the phenylene rings with respect to

the plane of the carbonate (4)1 (1 n 2 ), while in the other t and <132 differ

by -- 15° . As in the DPBC molecule, P I and 12 are (lose to zero, indicating

trans-trans geometry. All Bond lengths and angles in the tetramer molecule

are very (lose to those in the DPBC molecule.

The structures of the crystalline forms of the cyclic dimer and tetramer

haue been optimized, starting from the experimental coordinates [100], In live

with our earlier experience with the "immobile" form of DPBC (see Section
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4.2 .1), all computations haue been performed with the experimental unit cells.

The relaxed atomic positions agree well with the experimental data . For

example, the r .m.s. deviations for the coordinates of non-hydrogen atoms
(0.018 Ä and 0 .041 Ä for dimer and tetramer, respectively) arise frorn slight

rotations of the functional groups, while computed and experimental values

for interatomic distances and Bond anales agree very well.

Figure 4 .12 : Pro rjection of the monoclinic crystalline structure of EPA cyclic

dimer carbonate onto the ac-plane. Carbon atoms are grey and oxygen atoms

blaclc. Hydrogen atoms are not shown.
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Compared with the wide range of torsional angles in the different oligomers,

and soine variations in the carbonate geometries, both dimer and tetrarner

Show only minor structural differences an forming the crystals . According to

what was observed for the DPBC crystal system (see Section 4 .2.2), the inter-

molecular interaction affect mainly the soff (I)1,2 torsional angles and are less

pronoun.ced in the dinier than in the tetramer . This reflects the face that the

strain present in the dimer structure makes this molecule less susceptible to

the relatively smal] inter-molecular perturbations induced by condensation.

Figure 4.13 : Projection of the monoclinic crystalline structure of BPA cyclic

tetramer carbonate onto the bc-plane . Carbon atoms are grey and oxygen

atoms black. Hydrogen atoms are not shown.
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4 .3 .2 Vibrational properties

The vibration spectra for the isolated dimer and tetramer oligorners and the

F-point phonons for the corresponding crystalline structures were calculated

following the rnethod described in Section 4 .1 .1 . We report here only the

spectrum of the isolated dimer molecule, which is shown in Fig . 4 .14 . Again,

the calculated vibrational properties of the srnaller oligomers, in particular the

DPBC molecule (see Section provide the Basis for the interpretation of

the data.

The strain in the isolated dimer is reflected in the vibration frequencies,

which are higher than those in DPBC arid tetramer . For instance, the band
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Figure 4 .14: The infrared active vibrational spectrurn of the isolated cyclic

dimer carbonate . The inset shows the total vibrational density of states . Fach

mode is represented by a Gaussian distribution of width 12 cm- r .
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related to the stretching of the (aromatic C)-H Bonds [3146-3216 cm-l] is 50

cm---1 higher than in DPBC, and a similar steift is observed for the out-of-plane

modes of the phenylene rings.

The tetramer geornetry is less strained than the dimer structure, and its

frequencies generally lie between those of DPBC and of the dimer, and closer

to the former . The most informative comparison is between tetramer and

duner, since they have the Same relative composition of phenylene, carbonyl

and isopropylidene groups . The zero point energy of two dimer moleeules is

16.6 kcal/mol higher than that of one tetramer, and contributes signifi .cantl.y

to the enhanced stability of the latter.

The most interesting features are due to the different geometry of the

molecule around the carbonate group (DPBC and tetramer have a trans-trans

conformation, while the dimer is cis-Irans) . In the DPBC molecule and in

the tetramer, for example, the highest frequency in the spectrum is associated

with the (arornatic C)-H stretching modes for the H atoms dosest to the

carbonyl 019 . In the duner, instead, the highest frequency concerns the II in

between C13 and 018 . The in-plane bending modes involving 019 are also

softer in the dimer (at 718 cm-1 ) than in either DPBC (844 cm') and in the

tetramer (846 cm .--1 ), because the cis-traps conformation increases the 019---

H3 distance . The frequencies of the vibration modes located at the carbonyl

group are affected most by the change from the trans-trans conformation of

DPBC to the eis-trans of the dimer, with some frequencies being higher, others

lower.

The differences between the isolated molecules and the crystal phase are

largest in dimer, where shifts towards higher frequencies are found, for ex-

ample, for (aromatic C)-H stretching band and for the C-0 stretching . The

frequencies of the dirner are most affected by the condensation because its

crystal structure has the highest density (1.28 g/crn3 ) among all crystalline

systems considered hexe . 0n average, however, vibrational frequencies in-

crease in going frort] the free molecules to the condensed phase for all these

systems, and the zero point energy (per unit cell) is higher in the solid than

in the isolated molecules .
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4A Combin.ed DFT/Classical FF Study

Most of the thermodynamic and mechanical properties of interest for appli-

cations involve time and size scales t:hat are outside the reach of our DFT

calculations, despite the amazing growth of computer power in recent years.

For this reason, we use our DFT results to pararnetrize a classical force field,

which can then be applied for extensive Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics

simulations.

Several different force fields have been used to study polycarbonates and

similar systems F i02, . They can be classified into two groups : (1) very detailed

potentials, involving a large number of free parameters, tuned to reproduce

all the available information, both from experiments and quantum chemistry

computations ; (2) "generic" force fields, intended to model a Zarge dass of

cornpounds in different, aggregation states, relying an a fairly small number of

free pararneters.

Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages . The description pro-

vided by the detailed potentials (1) can be very precise for systems and phys-

ical conditions dose to Chose adopted in fitting the potential . liowever, the

determination of a large number of pararneters can be profilematic, and the

reliability of the mode! often degrades quickly in moving away from the con-

ditions used in the fit . Moreover, the complex functional form of the potential

required to reproduce quantitatively the details of the system behaviour can

make the simulation very time consuming, thus reducing the advantage of

these schemes compared to the parameter-free approaehes . The second strat-

egy often provides potentials with a higher degree of "transferability", and

therefore more useful to predict the behaviour of the system under conditions

not exploited in the generation of the model . The reason for this reliability

is trat the large data fase and the fairly small number of parameters used to

produce "generic" forte fields determine the behaviour of the potential under

a wider range of geometrical conformations, chemical compositions, and phys-

ical conditions . On the other hand, it is difficult to achieve a quantitative and

detailed description of any specifrc system.
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In mir study, we adopt an intermedia.te strategy : we assume a simple func-

tional form for the interatomic potential, and we determine the free pararneters

in order to reproduce the wide data fase of information provided by our DFT

computations on systems related to BPA-PC, both in the gas phase and in

the crystal phase . The only experimental input entering the determination of

the potential is the equilibrium volume of the crystal forms considered fiere.

This strategy is not new, but the size and scope of the DFT study un-

derlying the potential generation is unprecedented, allowing us to rely almost

completely on the computational data to tost our model.

4 .4J Tuning the Force Field

Frorn the chemical point of view, polycarbonates are fairly simple materi-

als, with standard covalent intra-molecular honds and Van der Waals inter-

rnolecular interactions . By extensive DFT computations we have verified that

the geometrical Parameters characterizing these Bonds present a remarkable

degree of transferability fror one molecule to another . Therefore, these sys-

tems appear to be good candidates for a description in terms of classical

force fields models . Moreover, polycarbonates are weakly polar, with one of

the lowwest dielectric constants (equal to 3 .17 [93]) among plastic materials.

Therefore, a neutral atom model is likely to be adequate, and the exclusion

of the long range electrostatic potential, which requires a cornputationally

expensive Ewald summation, greatly sirnplifies the simulation . On the other

hand, in Section 4 .1 .5 we highlighted several structural features that are re-

lated to the quantum mechanical nature of bonding in the molecular unit,

and will he difficult to be described by the force field . These details, however,

are not very important for the global properties, and we shall not attempt to

reproduce them perfectly.

We assume for our force field a functional form similar to that applied in

models like Amber [103], Charmrn [1041, and Tripos 1105], widely used for the

simulation of organic molecular systems . In all these models, if the atomic

charges are negligible, the potential energy of the system is written in terms of

Van der Waals non-honding interactions and several in .tra.-molecular bonding
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terms :

E=E7d w .

	

str -?- Ebnd -1- Etor

	

O

The meaning and origin of each of these terms is fairly intuitive, and it is

discussed in detail in Refs . [103, 104 ; 105 . Therefore, we limit ourselves to

their definitions and to a short description of their role in the determination

of the properties of the System . The Van der Waals term accounts for both

the inter-molecular cohesion (€.lue to Iong-range dispersion forces) and the

short-range interatomic repulsion . lt has the usual Lennard-,lones form:

cTijr ij

12

	

s_

\ rij/

rohere rij is the interatomic distance . In our simulation the surr runs over

all the pairs of atoms within a 3cr i~ distance cutoff, excluding pairs of atoms

connected by ehernical honds, or belonging to the saure functional group (i .e .,

phenylene, carbonate, and methyl groups).

The Bonding interactions are represented by stretching (str), bending
(bnd), torsional (teer), and out-of-planarity (op) contributions . The meaning

of the first two terms is very simple : they specify the equilibrium distances

and angles Kk ) for the standard covalent honds, and the energy cost

for (slight) deviations frorn these values is:

j,2
r=j

	

(4 .4)

Eimd =

	

Kbr
ijk

ad [ i jk

	

ijk
4 2

i,j .k

The third terrn plays an equivalent role for the torsional angles:

or

	

K ;e [1 - cos (/.3 ijke)]

	

(4.6)

i,j,k, .e

The sign (±) determines whether 0ijkt=0 corresponds to a m aximurn or a

minin um of the potential energy surface . The Parameter defines the period

of the function E1 ,, versus the torsional angle Oijk, which is different for

different types of Bond . In fact, simple considerations in terms of atomic
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orbitals show that this period is 120° in case of sp 3 bonds

	

180° for sp'

bonds 0=2), etc..

The out-of-planarity contribution models the energy cost of breaking the

planarity of groups with strong n bonds, like the phenylene or carbonate

groups. The plane of the group is defined hy the positions of three atoms

belonging to it, and the out-of-planarity of any other atom in the group is

measured hy its coordinate zz''- in the direction perpendicular to this plane.

The energy cost is assumed to depend quadratically upon zi L :

We start our rnodellization from the pararneters of the "Tripos 5 .2" force

Eieid, which are listed in R,ef . [1051 . The original Tripos Parameters Ki';dw ,

ffzj , Kt, K, K7k,, and K 1 had been tuned to reproduce the measured

geometries and relative energies for a largo set of organic molecules, as it is

descrihed in Ref . [1051 . We start from these values and compute the ground

state geometries and vibrational frequencies for all molecules discussed in Sec-

tion 4.2 . The selected results reported in Table 4.8 for benzene, in Table 4 .9

for monophenyl carbonate, and in Table 4 .10 for the DPBC molecule show

Table 4.8 : Distances (Ä) and vihrational frequencies (cm -1 ) of the benzene

molecule calculated with DFT (PBE functional), the original parametrization

of the Tripos 5.2 force field, and with our DFT-based parametrization of the

force field (referred to as "new fit") .

Atoms DFT-PBE New Fit Tripos

C-C

C-I-I

1 .397

1 .093

1 .398

1 .093

1 .396

1 .084

Mode DFT-PBE New Fit Tripos

C-H Stretch

C-C Stretch

C-H Out-of-plane

3127

1588

998

3139

1834

1320

4219

2934

2187
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Table 4 .9: Distances (Ä) and vibrational frequencies (cm- r ) of the mono-

phenyl carbonate molecule calculated with DFT (PBE funetional), the orig-

inal parametrization of the Tripos 5 .2 force field, and with our DFT-based

pararnetrization of the force field (referred to as "new fit").

Atoms DFB`-PBE New Fit Tripos

C3-C4

0I7-C4

1 .393

1 .413

1 .399

1 .414

1 .402

1.395

019-C7-017

019-C7-0I8

H18-018-C7

128.0

125 .4

104 .5

125.2

124.6

107.3

121 .8

121 .8

112 .2

C5-C4-017-C7 47.9 46 .5 48.6

H3 . . . 019 2.562 2 .54 2.55

Mode DFT-PBE New Fit Tripos

0-H Stretch

C-H Stretch

C-C Stretch

C=0 Stretch

3531

3153

1591

1772

3543

3139

1883

1861

5010

4219

2937

2512

that the Tripos 5 .2 mode] describes fairly well the geometrical structures (de--

spite occasional failures), while the vibrational frequencies are overestimated.

Also the barriers for the phenylene rr-fiips in the condensed phases, which are

important dynamical features of polycarbonates (see Section 4 .2), are signifi-

can.tly overestirnated by the Tripos parametrizationa the lowest energy barrier

for the phenylene ;r-flip in the "mobile" crystal analog of BPA-PC is predicted

to be 21 .9 kcal/mol by the model potential, while the DFT computation gives

a barrier of 7 .7 kcal/rnol, and the measured barrier is arournd 8-9 kcal/mol.

We have devised a simple strategy to tune the parameters to fit the DFT

data. First, we reine the equilibrium values r° and 8° k for the bond distances

and bond angles, respeetively . These parameters are already well reproduced

by the Tripos model, but, being associated with ]arge force constants, even

slight errors in their equilibriurn values can lead to a less reliable parametriza-
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Table 4.10 : Distances (Ä) and vihration.al frequencies (cm
-. ) of the DBPC

molecule calculated with DFT (PBE functional), the original parametrization

of the Tripos 5.2 force field, and with our DFT-based parametrization of the

force field (referred to as "new fit").

Atoms DFT-PBE New Fit Tripos

C3-C4 1 .394 1 .401 1 .397

C4-017 1 .410 1 .415 1 .395

C7-019 1.210 L209 1 .221

C14-C16 1.544 1 .546 1.546

H3. . .019 2.494 2.46 2 .56

C3-C4-017 123.2 121 .1 120 .7

017-C7-019 128.0 125 .6 121 .6

017-C7-018 105 .1 109 .3 117.1

C3-C4-017-C7 ((Ih) 44.8 47.3 54 .7

C9-C8-018-C7 (13 2 ) 69.3 64 .6 73 .6

Mode DFT-PBE New Fit Tripos

C-H Stretch (Phenyl) 3166 3140 4219

C-H Stretch (Methyl) 3079 2951 4161

C-C Stretch (Phenyl) 1599 1908 2936

C-C Stretch (Methyl) 1148 1335 2002

C=0 Stretch 1775 1839 2501

tion . Equilibrium torsional angles are kept fixed at the original values.

In a second step, we determine the force constants for stretching, bending,

torsion and out-of-planarity by fitting the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of some

specific vihrational modes, e .g. the C-H, C=0 and C-0 stretching, some

bending modes, and the out-of-planarity modes of the carbonate group.

Finally, the eguilibriurs volure of the crystal phases and the phenylene

zr läip barriers are adjusted by varying the Van der Waals parameters . In

this last step, the most important parameters are those referring to pairs of

hydrogens, which provide most of the skort range inter--molecular repulsion.
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The fit is not performed by an automatic procedure, because any global

minimization of the difference between the results of the potential and the

DFT values tends to give unreliable values of the force constants, as the fit is

under-determined . I-Iowever, the different degrees of freedorn are largely inde-

pendent, and a good fit of the DFT results can be achieved with a reasonably

srnall amount of work . The results obtained with this new pararnetrization

are compared with the Tripos 5 .2 and the DFT results in Tables 4 .8, 4 .9, 4 .10,
and in Fig . 4 .15 . The improved agreeznent with the reliable DFT results, ob-

tained with the present parametrization, is evident . Sonne parameters, such
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E
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Figure 4 .15 : Total vibrational density of states of the isolated DPBC molecule

obtained with the original parameters of the Tripos 5 .2 force field (top panel),

with the DFT calculations (bottorn panel), and with the force field tuned to

reproduce our DFT results (central panel).
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as several Van der Waals K jdW and cre~ are not well determined, because the

structural and dynamical results are not very sensitive to them . However, this

insensitivity also suggests that the properties of the system will not be misch

affected by a Zack of refinement in their values.

4 .4 .2 Details of the Monte Carlo Simulation

The optirnized potential described above is now applied in a Monte Carlo (MC)

simulation of large polycarbonate samples . The simulation is performed in the

isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble, i .e ., we fix the number of particles N,

the pressure, and the temperature of the system [196, 197[ . The probability

distribution in the configurational space is then given by:

1

	

tI+PV\
w(q )

	

exp
-kT

,

	

(4.8)

rohere 1-1 is the potential energy, P is the external pressure, V is the volume

of the systern, T is the temperature, and k is the Boltzmann constant . The

partition function Z is given by :

7 fI + PV

r

	

kT
dgN dV,

	

(4.9)expZ

1vand. ~. =(ef l , c1? , . ., (IN ) are the configurational variables . The sampling of

this probability distribution is performed using the Metropolis algorithm (see

Appendix), in which we change the atomic positions and the volume of the

System.

The major problem in the simulation of molecular phases is that degrees

of freedom characterized by greatly different energy scales coexist in these

systems : the stretch of the i.ntra-molecular covalent Bonds requires a signifi-

cantly higher energy than either bending or torsion, and these modes are still

rauch stiffer than rotations of arge functional groups (e .g . phenylene rings) or

displacements of entire rnolecular units, which affect only the inter-molecular

interactions . As a consequence, the HIC algorithm used in simple atomic sys-

tems and involving only single atom moves, cannot be applied for molecular

systems: the amplitude of the single atom moves is limited by the stiff stretch-

ing force constants; if we select the trial displacement in order to achieve a
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fairly high acceptance ratio (0 .3 - 0.5) for these single atom moves, then the

"soft" degrees of freedorn are not adequately sampled . This Problem is solved

by adopting a variety of trial rnoves, from those involving single atoms, to

those involving funetional groups and molecular units . Bach of these degrees

of freedom is sampled using a different strategy and a different length scale for

the trial displacement . In our MC implementati.on we sample : (i) single atom

moves; (ii) rotations of functional groups ; (iii) rotation of entire molecules;
(iv) translation of molecules ; (v) volume changes.

The single atom moves are attempted wich a Small stet; (typically 0 .2
0.3 Ä), as the stiff intramolecular forces limit drastically the acceptance

probability. Although these skort moves are ineffective in producing significant

global displacernents, they are required to equilibrate the structure within each

molecule . Larger displacements are obtained by rotating the phenylene rings,

the carbonate and the methyl groups . For each of these groups, we identify a

rotation axis and attempt a rigid rotation about it . These rotations involve

only changes in bending and torsional angles, and are therefore accepted with

high probability, although sonne of the atoms are displaced by distances of

the Order of 1Ä. The rotation of groups in the molecule is supplemented by

rotations of the entire molecule . In this case, the center of rotation is the

(in.stantaneous) molecular center of mass, and the axis is selected at random,

with an isotropic probability distribution . Translations of the entire molecule

are attempted with relatively large amplitude (s, 1 Ä) and are therefore very

effective in producing large rearrangements of the system . Both rotations and

translations of the entire molecule involve only changes in the inter-molecular

part of the potential energy.

Finally, volume changes are attempted by performing a homogeneous ex-

pansion or contraction of the simulation cell, whose shape remains unchanged.

The different types of moves are attempted in such a way that each of them

contributes equally to the sampling of the Phase spare . More precisely, sin-

gle particle displacements are the most frequently attempted moves . Less

frequent are the rotations of the functional groups, and the rotations and

translations of the entire molecule, which are attempted (on average) every
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50 single atom moves . The least frequent move is the volume (lange, which is

attempted every few thousand single atom moves . The relative frequency of

these attempted moves is such that each atorn is displaced wich almost equal

probability by each of them . The amplitude of the moves has been selected

in order to obtain an acceptance probability of 0 .3 of the entire number of

trials.

44.3 Prelirninary Monte Carlo Results

We now present preliminary resuits of sowie applications of our optimized

classical force Held to the simulation of a condensed molecular systern, closely

related to BPA-PC, whose molecular units are DPBC molecules . As explained

in Section 4 .2, this is a nnodel System ex.tensively investigated in order to clarify

properties of the (technologically more important) polycarbonate amorphous

materials . The aim of our simulation is two-fold : (i) to investigate the thermal

properties of a System that is currently produced in the laboratory for research

purposes ; (ii) to show what kind of problems can be addressed by the classi€ :aal

simulation method.

Conrputations for the polymeric systems haue been performed in collabo-

Table 4 .11 : Number of MC steps performed at. each ternperature for the

ulation using a unit cell containing 72 DPBC molecules (4248 atoms) . We

report also the nurnber of 7--flips of the infernal ancl external phenylene rings

in the molecules .
T [K] 10 6 MC/steps N, inner ring N n outer ring

300 194 0 0

400 210 0 0

500 512 0 0

600 720 4 5

700 342 63 69

800 144 51 64

1000 48 51 58
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ration with another research group ,1108, whose prelimi .ary results are also

discussed in this section.

1. Thermal properties of crystal and liquid phases of DPBC

The ferst application of the force field model has leer the simulation of the

condensed DPBC molecular System at zero pressure and non-zero terupera-

tures in the range [300 ---- 1000 K . The simulation assumes periodic boundary

conditions, and a unit Gell containing 72 DPBC molecules (4248 atoms) is

used . We start each simulation with the System in the "immobile" crystal

form, which is the rnost stable one in terrns of potential energy. Each sample

is then equilibrated during a very lang sequence of 1\d1C steps (Table 4 .11 re-

ports the simulation length for each temperature), and average values for the

potential energy U, the volume V, and for several structural properties are

accumulated during the last 30 x 106 simulation steps.

Figure 4.16 : Average potential energy as a function of the temperature for a

sample of 72 DPBC molecules. The error bars represent the standard devia-

tions of statistically independent sub-averages.
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Figure 4.17: Average volume as a fnnction of the temperature for a Sample

of 72 DPBC inolecules . The error Kars represent the Standard deviations of

statisticalIy independent sub averages.

The piots of (I and V as a function of T are reported in Fig . 4 .16 and

Fig. 4.17, respectively, and show that they increase smoothly with increasing

temperature, both at low and high temperatures . At 700 K a discontinuity

appears in both Plots, indicating a first order transition . The simulation

snapshots show that the transition is due to the melting of the system : at

T - 400 K the system appears clearly in its crystalline phase, despite of the

disorder present in any hot solid . At T = 700 K the translational order is lost,

and the molecules diffuse, slowly hut steadily, throughout the simulation cei1.

At the highest temperature of mir simulation (1000 K), the system displays

large density fluctuations, and liquid and vapour phase seern to coexist in the

system (sec Fig. 4.18).

However, the discontinuity at 700 K reust not he identified with the meit-

ing temperature of the system, as the temperature at which the translational

order is lost in heating a crystal during an atomistic simulation represents

only an upper bound of the thermodynamic melting temperature T m- . To

clarify this point, let us consider the schematic phase diagram in Fig . 4 .19.

Starting from a state (A) well into the crystal phase and progressively heat-

ing the systern, we will cross the solid-liquid line at the point (M), defined

0
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T= OK

T=1.000 K

Figure 4J8: System studied in the MC simulation (72 DPBC molecules, 4248

atoms) . We show its "immobile" crystal structure at 0 TK, and that equili-

brated at 1000 K .
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as the thermodynarnic state for which the free energy of the two phases is

equal. Above this temperature, the free energy of the liquid is lower than that

of the solid phase . Nevertheless, the simulated system will not transform to

the liquid phase at this point, because this disconti .m.ous process requires the

nucleation of the new phase into the old one, and this, in turn, requires to

overcorne a significant free energy barrier . For this reason, the transformation

will occur in the microscopic time of an atomistic simulation only by apply-

ing a significant over-heating (see point (B) in . Fig. 4 .19) . In this case the

system, which is already in a therrnodynamically rnetastable phase, hecomes

mechanically unstable, and transforms spontaneously to the new phase.

A precise determination of T requires a series of lengthv simulations in

order to compute the free energy of the system in the solid and liquid phases,

and to find their crossing point . We have not performed this analysis yet,

and our simulation deterraines only an upper bound (between T = 600 K and

T 700 K) for the melting temperature . Nonetheless, these computations

have provided a series of well equilibrated systems in the crystal and liquid

phase, and we now present an analysis of their structural properties.

The simplest characterization of the structure of a systerr at non-zero

temperature is given by the so-called radial distribution functions g,,3 (r) [1091,

T

l!p

Figure 4 .19 : Schematic phase diagram in the temperature-voluume plane.
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where the indexes a and /3 label the atonic species . These fuinctions describe

the average distribution of atoms of type ,3 around an atom of type cx . More

precisely, if we assume a type a atom as the center of the coordinate System,

the average number dNa of .ß-type atoms found in a volume element dV

4 rr 2 dr at a distance r frone the origin is given by:

/, divo(r»,
_. pßgeo(r)dv,

	

(4 .10)

T = 700 K

T = 500 K

0

0

Figure 4 .20 : Radial distribution function for the H4{ pairs at several temper-

atures . The solid line refers to the intra-molecular distances, and the lots to

the inter-molecular distances .
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where p~ is the average density of atoms 3, and the ~ . . .~ brackets indicate

thermal averaging at temperature T.

In Fig. 4.20 and Fig . 4.21 we display the radial distribution. functions for the

hydrogen-hydrogen and carhon-carbon pairs, respectively, at three different

temperatures . In these figures we distinguish the intra-molecular contribution

(full line) from the inter-molecular one (dots) . The behaviour illustrated in the

two figures is typical of organic molecular solids . In each case, the radial distri-

T=700K.
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{
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Figure 4 .21 : Radial distribution function for the C---C pairs at several temper-

atures . The solid line refers to the intra-molecular distances, and the dots to

the inter-molecular distances.
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bution function at T,,0 is simply given by a series of delta funetions (slightly

broadened in mir figures), corresponding to the homogeneity of the interatomic

distances in the crystal . Since these molecular crystas are rather complex, the

sequence of discrete distances becomes fairly dense with increasing r, almost

approaehing a continuous distribution . Of course, the intra-molecular part is

short range, because of the finite diameter of each rnolecular unit . The inter-

molecular cornponent tends to unity for large values of r, corresponding to

the lass of correlation in the distribution of the /3 cornponent with increasing

distance frorn the central atom. At short distance every radial distribution

function must vanish, because of the short range repulsion of the interatomic

potentials . With increasing temperature, the discrete structure of the radial

distribution functions is lost rapidly. At T _-._ 500 K, i .e ., in the hot solid,

there is some residual correlation in the atornic positions, which is apparent

fror the shape of the inter-molecular component of g, , (r) around 5 .--7 Ä . In

the liquid phase at T=700 K this component of radial distribution function is

srnoother, and approaches monotonically the asymptotic value. As expected,

the intra-molecular part of go(r) is much less sensitive to the temperature

than the inter-rnolecuIar contribution, as it is determined by the interatomic

distances and angles given by the intra-rnolecular covalent bonds and by the

short range repulsion, whose energy scale far exceeds thermal energies.

Another important characterization of the systern structure is provided by

the probability distribution of bending and torsional angles . For the System

considered in our MC simulation we show in Fig . 4 .22 the probability dis-

tribution P(‘1)) for the (P, and 2 torsional angles -- defined in Chart 4 .4 ....

which is of special interest, as it describes the equilibrium correlation in the

orientation of the phenylene rings.

Also in this case, the probability distribution is the sum of a series of delta

functions at T=0. The distribution broadens quickly with increasing temper-

ature, because the potential and the free energy required to rotate the rings

is rather low, as it was described in Sect . 4 .2 . With further increase of the

temperature (beyond T = 500 K), the probability distribution is no Tonger

sensitive to the temperature, and does not show dramatic changes upon melt--
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ing. This observation suggests that the system makes a transition to a state

characterized by rotational disorder already in the solid Phase, and the resid-

ual angular correlation is determined by strong, short Tange inter-rnolecular

interactions, which do not (lange rauch upon melting . These prelirninary re-

sults are not sufficient to ensure that this rotational disordering corresponds

to a phase transition, as it could sirnply be the result of the gradual and con-

tinuous increase of orientational disorder . Further investigations of this point

are in progress .

0

	

30

	

60

	

90

[degrees}

Figure 4 .22 : Distribution of the el)r,2 angles at 0 K (vertical lines), 500 K

(dotted solid line), and 700 K (broken line wich squares).

II. An estimate of the time seale of our simulation

The :erstem evolution during a MC simulation has no direct relation to the

true system dynamics. Nevertheless, we may estimate the order of magnitude

of the averaging firne equivalent to our Monte Carlo sampling by counting

lzow rr .any times (Nr ) a rare (i.e., activated) event occurs in the sirnulation.

The rate ri at which these events are expected in real time is given by the
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standard Arrhenius expression:

v = v0 exp(--A/kT),

	

(4 .11)

where v° is a characteristie frequency scale, and A is the free energy barrier for

the activated state . Then, we may estimate the time scale of the simulation

by setting :

T - N,,/v .

	

(4 .12)

In the gase of BPA-PC, there is indeed a kind of natural clock, provided bv

the ir-flip of the phenylene rings. The process is activated (A = 8 keal/mol),

it can be detected easi y in NMR, experirnents, and it occurs on a rnesoscopic

time scale (fror nanoseconds in the liquid state to microseconds in the solid

at room temperature).

In our simulation of a 72 molecules sample at 700 K, we observe, on aver-

age, a number of flips of the order of one flip per ring . The frequency scale v0

is given by the frequency of the vibrational modes corresponding to rotations

of the phenylene rings. These modes occur at rather low frequency, because of

the substantial momentuni of in.ertia of the ring . From the vibrational spec-

tra that we have cornputed, we may estimate this frequeney to be around 400

erz3 r , i .e ., 10 10 Hz. Therefore we have:

T = 1/(10'°r x exp(-A/kT) = 32ns .

	

(4 .13)

We underline that this identification is not rigorous, and we use this rela-

tion only on an intuitive Basis to estimate the time scale of our simulation. lt

is nevertheless apparent the enormous advantage offered by classical potential

model with respect to a parameter-free DFT-based simulation . .fit present,

the latter technique allows us to simulate systems of up to ti 200 atoms for

a few ps at most, using the most powerful parallel computers that are avail-

able. The force-field simulation of 72 DPBC molecules (4248 atoms) instead,

as been simulated for a time of the order of 30 ns using a single CPU work-

station, at a cost that is orders of magnitude lower than the one required bv

the DFT computations .
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III. Surface properties of amorphous DPBC

The high computational efficiency of the classical simulation scheine allows us

to address the problem of the surface properties of amorphous DPBC Samples,

which is currenty well outside the resch of DFT computations.

We start our simulation fronr the liquid sample described in Paragraph

1 of this section, equilibrated at T 700 K, and we remove the periodic

boundary conditions in the z direction, while keeping the system periodic in

the xy plane (the choice of the x, y and z directions is imrnaterial, since the

liquid sample is isotropic) . We create in this way a slab with two parallel

surfaces perpendicular to the z axis (sample AS) . The system is quenched

discontinuously to 0 K, and relaxed during 117 7 MC steps, during which also

the periodicity in the xy plane is allowed to change . This relaxation stage

is required to remove most of the strain introduced in the systern by the

discontinuous change of the boundary conditions and temperature.

The final configuration is an arnorphous slab, whose central sirnulation cell

is almost cuhie, with a side of ' 40 Ä . To isolate the effect of the surface

Figure 4.23: Average density of C atoms across an amorphous slab of DPBC

molecules .
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discontinuity fror the effect of the quenched disorder, we prepared another

sample by quenching the T = 700 K Ii€iuid without changing the periodic

boundary conditions (sample AB) . Also this sample is relaxed during 10 7 MC

steps.

The first property we analyse is the surface energy . Since sample (AS) and

sample (AB) haue heeri prepared by the saune thermal cycle, the difference

in their potential energy can be attrihuted to the formation of the two par-

allel surfaces of sample (AS) . By diving this energy difference (equal to 146

kcal/mol) hy the suhl of their areas, we estimate the Iow temperature surface

energy of arnorphous DPBC to he 18 erg/cm 2 , which is in the typical range

of surface energies for polymeric materials {110].

The structure has been characterized hy looking at the density profile

across the surface, and by analysing the surface topography. The density

-10

Figure 4 .24: Example of an application of the MC simulation for studying

surface properties . AFM image of a free surface of the arnorphous DPBC.
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profile po,(z) is the density of atoms of species cr averaged over the xy plane at

height z. In the case of non-zero temperature, p,,(z) contains also a thermal

average. The result for pc(z) at 1 = 0 is reported in Fig. 4.23 . Ale see that

the surface region (defined as the region where the density changes from 10 %

to 90 % of the hulk value) is broad, having a width of r. . 10 A.

The surface topography is the property that is prohed by scanning tun-

neling and atomic force microscopy (STM and AFM, respectively) [_111 . In

our simulation, we mirnic the AFM exploration of the surface by rnoving an

additional a,tom ahove the sample surface (in our study we used an hydrogen

atorn), and by drawing the surfaces of constant potential energy or constant

force on the. "external" atom . The "external" atom in our simulation repre-

sents an oversimplifzed model of the AFM tip . More realistic atomistic modeln

could be simulated with only a r zinor increase in the computational cost and

complexity. In Fig. 4 .24 we report the surface of zero force measured on the

(AS) sample . This is defined as the surface dividing the attractive from the

repulsion region in the surface potential energy and it is sometimes measured

in AFM experiments . In the simulated measurements, we see that the surface

is fairly regular, and we can distinguish the structure of the phenylene rings,

which tend to be oriented parallel to the surface.

IV . A molecular dynamies investigation of the BPA-PC polymer

The final ahn of the force freld modellization is the simulation of the technolog-

ically relevant amorphous BPA-PC, i .e., of the disordered polymeric material

with chains composed by 10 2 rnonomers . Preliminary computations for

this system have been perforrned in collahoration with a research group at the

Max-Flank Institut for Polymer Research in Mainz [108] . A system consist-

ing of 80 chains, each consisting of 10 chemical repeat units, (corresponding

to approximately 30000 atoms) has been simulated by Molecular Dynamics

(MD), using the force field parametrized as described ahove. The simulation

was perforrned using a cubic box with a lattice parameter of 70 A, and equi-

librated at 570 K for a time interval of 100 ps . The resulting structure has

been characterized in terms of the coherent structure factor S( q ), as a func
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tion of the wave vector q in the reciprocal spare . S(q) is the quantity directly

accessible by the measurements . More precisely, if the system is composed by

a set of n atoms, the j -th atom having a scattering length (dependent an

the isotopic species), the coherent structure factor is defined by:

2

E .ej exp(iq . rj )

	

(4.14)

The contribution of the different atonal types ran be identified by changing the

isotopic composition of the sample, thus altering the corresponding scattering

length . In the rase of organic molecules, one of the rr .ost common substitutions

is the sample enrichment in deuterium . The comparison of the computed and

naeasured S(q) is carried out in Fig . 4 .25 for a sample of normal isotopic com-

position, and in Fig. 4 .26 for a deuterated sample. We see that the agreement

is only qualitative : the position of the main peak is correctly reproduced, and

the correspondence in high-q region is also fairly good . However, the shape of

the main peak is not well reproduced by the computations and the low-q re-

gion (describing the Jong wave length correlations) is also rather different . The

discrepancies may be due to several reasons : (i) the length of the simulated

q [IIA}

Figure 4.25: Stativ coherent structure factor S(q) of undeuterated BPA-PC

as function of the wave vector q .
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chains is shorter than in the experiment ; (ii) all the chains in the simulation

have the saure length, while in the experiment they are distributed according

to a given probability law ; (iii) the time spanned by the simulation may still

be too short to fully equilibrate the system, and this would especially affect

the lang wave-length properties; (iv) .nally, the experimental sample may

have inhomogeneities on the rnesoscopic scale, which also would modify the

low-q Part of the structure factor . Despite the partial disagreement, however,

it is encouraging to be able to reproduce qualitatively the properties of such

a complex system on the Basis of comhined DFT/FF computations.

q [I/AI

Figure 4 .26 : Static coherent structure factor S(q) of methyl-deuterated BPA-

PC as function of the wave vector q .
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We have applied the density functional theory (DFT) to the study of iso-

tactic polypropylene (it-PP), polyethylene (PE), ami systems s closely related

to bisphenol-A. polycarhonate (BPA-PC) . Our investigation has focused on

their structural, electronic, vibrational, and dynamical properties hoth in the

isolated configuration and crystalline phases.

The first irnportant result of this work is that present-day powerful com-

puters, together with efficient programming techniques, allow calculations on

very cornplex systems _- with up to several hundred atoms to be performed

without adjustable parameters.

As described in Chapter 1, the reliability of the DFT results depends on

the quality of the approximation to the exchange-correlation energy used in

the computation . In our study we have tested three different approximations,

namely the local spin-density (LSD) functional and the generalized-gradient

approximations (GGA) of Becke and Perdew (BP) and of Perdew, Burke,

and Ernzerhof (PBE) . AH three approximations provide very reliable intra.-

molecular structural parameters for all systems studied .fiere, hut they differ

dramatically in the description of the weak inter-molecular interactions . In

particular, the LSD approximation overestimates the strength of the inter-

molecular honds in both PE and in a crystalline analog of BPA-PC, i .e .,

it leads to smaller volume.s than those found experimentally . On the other

hand, the gradient-corrected BP functional leads to no binding between the

PE chains and to a very weak Bond in the polycarbonate . The PBE functional

provides a. rauch better description of these interactions, although also in this

rase the intermolecular attraction is underestimated and the measured equi-
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librium volumes are overestimated . These results are consistent with previous

tests on much simpler systems reported in the literature, and indicate that a

sophisticated, fully non-local treatment of the exchange-correlation energy is

required to reproduce all the structural properties of molecular crystals.

INIevertheless, all three functionals reproduce the nreasured geometries very

well if the unit cell is constrained to have the experimental dimensions . It

is often difficult to measure the precise locatian of the atorns in the unit

cell of complex systems, and the quality of our structural results shows that

DFT calculations can play a valuable rote in complementing and refining the

experimental structural information for such systerns.

The caicuiations of the vibrational frequencies and of the corresponding

eigenvectors contribute to the identification of the interactions responsible

for the structural Features of the systems, and are an important help for the

experimental analysis of the vibration spectra, because enable us to determine

the nature of the vibration associated with the individual frequencies.

For both isotactic polypropylene and BPA-PC polymer chains, we have

performed calculations on smaller molecules that correspond to isolated Frag-

ments of the chains . In particular, we have investigated propane, several

conformers of isopentane, and 2,4,6-trimethyl heptane, which correspond to

segments of the infinite chain of it-PP . Among the systems related to BFA-

PC, we have studied segments of the infinite chain up to the DPBC molecule,

whose experimentally deterrnined crystal structure is analogous to the crys-

talline BPA-PC, and also the cyclic dirner and tetramer carbonates . The

results show that rn€rch structural information is transferabte frorr the rnolec-

ular segments to larger systerns . This enables us to isolate the effects of

sub-molecular interactions on both the structural and vibrational properties,

and justifies the use of the present data for the parametrization of forte fields

that are applied für the study of much larger systems (see below).

For PE, DPBC, and the cyclic dinier and tetramer earbonates, the compar-

ison of the results obtained for the gas and crystal phases allows us to identify

the influence of the inter-molecular interactions . In particular, this analysis

lead to two important conclusions for the polycarbona,te systerns: First, the
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computation of the activation barriers for the rotation of fr .rnctional groups in

the DPBC molecule, both in the isolated and crystalline phases, allows us to

understand whether the hindranee to these motions arises from interactions

within the molecule, or to dose packing of the molecules . Furthermore, we

have found that the phenylene rings rotate freely in the isolated rnolecule, but

the corresponding motion in the crystalline phase is hindered by the neigh-

bouring molecules . These results, which are in good agreement with experi-

ment, allow us to identify to which ring in the molecule the measured barrier

refers. Second, we have found that the most sta ple conformation around the

carbonate group for segnrents of the BPA-PC (Iah' is generally trans-trans,

although the energies of the eis-trans conformations are only slightly higher.

Strain in cyclie dinier is sufficient to favour the latter conformation . Both c:on-

fornrations are present in amorphous BPA-PC, and previous work --- supported

now by the present results -- suggests that the less favoured conformation is

stabilized by interchain forces.

The DFT, free of adjustable parameters, retains the quantum nature of the

electrons, and therefore has mang advantages over the methods based on m od-

elled and parametrized forte laws . For example, DFT calculations can describe

structural features due to peculiarities of the local electronic distribution, and

can be used to study chemical reactions . .flowever, very large systems, not yet

addressable by a parameter-free method, are needed for speciic applications

in polymer science . In this case, DFT can still play an important role provid-

ing an extended, homogeneous, and flexible data base for designing a reliable

force field (FF) applicable for the study of such systems . We have used this

combined approach to study a polycarbonate system containing several thou-

sand atoms . The DFT results served two distinct goals : (i) to identify which

interatomic interactions determine the structural and dynamical properties

of these systems; (ii) to tune the parameters of the rnodelled potential until

it reproduced the DFT structures, vibration frequencies, and rotation energy

barriers calculated in this work.

Preliminary results of a Monte Carlo simulation based on this forte field

concern bulk and surface structural properties of an amorphous systems, and
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its melting transition . These results are encouraging, and show that the com-

bination of DFT and FF simulation should be a powerful tool for addressing

a wide range of relevant problems .
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Appendix

Monte Carlo Method

The Monte Carlo (MC) method is a computational technique for estimating

the values of many-dimensional integrals :341, and it is widely applied in the

field of classical statistical mechanics, where the basic problem is indeed the

evaluation of such integrals.

To illustrate this point, let us consider, for instance, an N-dimensional sys-

tem, in the canonical ensemble, described by the Hamiltonian 9-1 .The average

of any observable A of this system is given by the integral:

K A )

	

f A(gN ) w ( N )dgN ,

	

(A .1)

where

	

w(qN)

	

_ ._-p

	

fdqN

	

(A .2)

q = (qz, q2, . . ., qN) are the con.figurational variables, ,@-1 /kT, and k is the

Boltzmann constant . The normalization integral in Eq . (A .2) is the canon-

ical partition function. The straightforward way to estimate A. would be to

sammle the configurational space with a configuration of random points uni-

fornily distributed in the volume of the system, and then calculate A .(q V )

and wt1(q» for such configuration . The average of A(gN)w(gN) over rnany of

these configurations gives and estimate for (A) . Unfortunately, this strategy is

not feasible, rnainly because we cannot compute the canonical partition func-

tion f e -0 dqN , as it is a high-dimensional integral and contains the rapidly

varying Boltzmann factor
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This problem is circumvented in the MC technique, where the successive

sample configurations, rather than being independent, are Chosen as elements

of a so-called Markov chain, [112' . In this way, this algorithm never needs to

compute the canonical partition function, but it is only necessary to evahrate

the Tatios of w(qN ) for successive configurations . This is easy to do since the

denorninators f e -09-'dq" cancel.

The standard method used to const.ruct the Markov chain, which was

originally proposed by Metropolis et al . 11131, is exploited in the following

way :

start from a likely initial configuration,

choose at random a configurational variable q i (or a set of such variables)

and attempt a trial "move" in which the variable assumes a new value,

usually distributed uniformly in a cube of fixed size centred at the old

value,

(3) calcnlate the change in energy 2lE due to this trial move . If the energy

is decreased the move is accepted . if the energy is increased the move is

accepted with probability eand rejected with probability 1 --e-ß@

This process is repeated to form a sequence of configurations that are the

realization of a Markov chain.

Having constructed the sequence of sampling configurations in this way,

and under the condition that each configuration in the Markov chain can be

reached from every other configuration in the chain (ergodicity condition),

it. can he proved [114 1 that the distribution of the sampled configurations

approaches the Boltzmann distribution as the length of the Markov chain

approaches infinity. In this way one is sampling an the Boltzmann distribution

itself, and the average of A over the sarnpled configurations will itself give the

canonical average of Eq . (A.1).

This presentation of the Monte Carlo rnethod has been limited to the basic

ideas . See Refs . [115, 116, 117, 361 for further reading.

( 1 )

( 2 )
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